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We generalize the holonomy form of the Prime Decomposition Theorem of Krohn and Rhodes 
for finite semigroups to arbitrary infinite semigroups. This is accomplished by embedding s^ into 
an infinite Zeiger wreath product after applying the triple Schiitzenberger product which makes 
S finite-J-above (Rhodes’ theorem). 
Introduction 
Herein we generalize the holonomy theorem for finite semigroups (see [7]) to ar- 
bitrary semigroups, S, by embedding s^ into an infinite Zeiger wreath product, which 
is then expanded to an infinite iterative matrix semigroup. If S is not finite-J-above 
(where finite-J-above means every element has only a finite number of divisors), 
then S is replaced by g3, the triple Schtitzenberger product, which is finite-J-above. 
This paper provides global proofs inspired by previous ‘local’ proofs in the finite 
case. 
See [2,3,.5,7,8,10-131, for further background. See [8] for applications to finite 
semigroups. See [2,3] for further developments in the synthesis theorem. 
1. Standard definitions and elementary properties of the Rhodes expansion 
The following is a list of notation and standard definitions used in this paper. The 
reader unfamiliar with the terminology can find detailed descriptions in [ 1, Chapters 
7, 8; 6; 7; 91. 
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1.1. Notation. S denotes an arbitrary semigroup. S may be taken to be infinite 
unless otherwise stated. S’ denotes S with an identity, I, adjoined unless S is a 
monoid, in which case S’ = S. A transformation semigroup, also called a complete 
transformation semigroup (cts) is a pair (X,S) where X is a non-empty set and S 
is a semigroup with a function Q, : Xx,+X with @(x,s) denoted xs such that 
(i) x(sls,) = (xs,)sz for every x E X, sl, s2 E S; 
(ii) (faithful) If s1 fs,, there exists XEX such that xsl #xs2. 
If (X, S) and (D satisfy (i), we can introduce the congruence = on S given by s, =s2 
iff for all x E X, xsI =xs,. Then (X, S/ =) satisfies (i) and (ii). This procedure is call- 
ed making (X, S) faithful. (X, S) is also called a right cts since the action is on the 
right. Dually we could consider left cts. If S = G is a group, then (X, G) is called a 
permutation group if in addition x. 1 =x for every XEX. (S’, S) denotes the trans- 
formation semigroup with S acting on S’ by right multiplication, i.e., @(s,s,)= 
S..sl. 
In this paper it is convenient for us to write some functions on the left f(x) and 
others on the right (x)g. The context should make the conventions clear. 
The Green relations [I, Chapter 7; 6; 91 on a semigroup S denoted 9, 3, .x,8, 
5? are defined as follows: 
s,B2 (sl sL.s2) iff S’s, =S’s2; i.e., iff s, and s2 generate the same principal left 
ideal. The equivalence relation _!ZY determines the orders cL and sL called the L- 
order defined by: sI sL.s2 iff S’s, c S’s, and s, <Ls2 iff S’s, 5 S’s,. Hence s, sLs2 
iff there exists t E S’ such that s1 = ts,. s, < Ls2 denotes s1 5 Ls2 and not s2 INS,. 
Dually, s,Z.s, (sl=Rs2) iff s,S’=s2S’, s1 iRs2 iff s,S’ c s,S’ and s1 <Rs2 iff 
.s,s’ 5 s2s’. Hence s1 IRS2 iff there exists t ES’ such that s, =s,t. s1 cRsz iff 
s, lRsZ and not ~~1~s~. 
s1$s2 (s, cJs2) iff S’s,S’=S’s,S’, sI sJs2 iff S’s,S’ c S’@‘, and s, <,s, iff 
S’s,S’ 2 S’s,S’. Hence s1 s Js2 iff there exists tl and t, such that s1 = tls2t2. s1 cJs2 
iff s, 5 Js2 and not s2 5 Jsl. 
(where 0 is the composition of relations), PJ%?=Bo~ is always true. For finite 
semigroups 8= a. (See [ 1, Chapter 71, [9] or [6].) In this paper < means <,_ and 
5 means sL if not explicitly stated otherwise. 
s E S is regular iff there exists idempotent e = e2 E S such that e2?s, which holds iff 
there exists f 2 =f E S such that sBf, iff there exists b E S such that sbs = s. (Note 
that sbs = s implies (~6)~ = sb.%s and ~2% = (!w)~.) Non-regular elements are also 
called null elements. S is called regular iff all elements of S are regular. 
@ : S- Tdenotes a surmorphism (onto homomorphism). Let u be any of the rela- 
tions 9, 3, .%Yor$, then @ is called y(w) iff 0 is one-to-one when restricted to any 
cr-class of S. @ is called y(G) or y iff @ is one-to-one on subgroups of S. @ is called 
an cr’-surmorphism (see [I, Chapter 8; 131) iff whenever s1 and s2 are regular 
elements of S and @(s,) = @(s2), then s,as 2. @ is called an a”-surmorphism iff 
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sl, s2 E S and c#J(s~) = @(s2) is a regular element of G(S) implies slczs2. Note that @ is 
an a-surmorphism implies 0 is an cr*-surmorphism implies @I is an a’-surmorphism. 
Also, C#I is an cr*-surmorphism iff @ is an cx’-surmorphism and @J sends null elements 
to null elements. See [ 141, where 8’ surmorphisms are called U,-free surmorphisms 
(the French say LG) and y is group-free. (The French say Ll for y and U,-free.) 
See [lo]. 
A transformation semigroup (Y, T/e) is said to be a subtransformation 
semigroup of (X, S) if Y c X and T is a subsemigroup of S and Y is invariant under 
T, i.e., YT c Y. A morphism from (X, S) to (Y, T) is a pair (0, @) 
[(6J, c$) : (X, S) + (Y, T)] where 13 : X+ Y is a function and @ : S-t T is a semigroup 
morphism such that 8(xs) = B(x)@(s) for all XE X, s E S. (0, @) is a surmorphism, 
denoted (0, @) : (X, S) - (Y, T) if (8, @J) is a morphism and 0 and @ are onto. For 
semigroups S and T, T < S, read T divides S, if there exists a subsemigroup U of S 
and a surmorphism @ : S-+ Cr. For (X, S) and (Y, T), (Y, T) < (X, S) iff there is a 
sub-cts (2, U) of (X, S) and a surmorphism (0, @) : (Z, U) - (Y, T). 
The wreath product of (X,, St), . . . , (X,, SJ denoted (X,, S,) 0 *.. 0 (Xt, S,) (notice 
the reversal of indices) is the cts (X,X ... xX,, W,) where W, is the semigroup 
(@=(&,..., @,): @,ES,,&:X,-,X.*.Xx] -f.S; for 1 < i 5 k} with action 
(Xk, . *. tX,)(@k, ..*, @I) = (Xk((Xk- 1, ... ,Xd@k), .*. ,x*((xh$2), (xJ@J. 
To understand the multiplication in W,, let us first look at W,. For (f2,fi), 
(g2,gJEW2,fi,g1ES1 andf2,g2:X1+&, 
cf2~.fi)~(g2~gJ = (f2.fig2J-i&) 
where the multiplication of functions is pointwise and fig2 : X1--t S2 is defined by 
(xr)% = ((xr)Sr )g2. So that 
(x2J,)w~g?J-,&) = (~z((xl)f2((xl)fl)g2), (~l).f,&) 
= (~z((X,)f2).X2(((X,)f, )g2h @l).f, . (x&J. 
W, can be seen to be isomorphic to the semidirect product (see [7]) 
F(X,, S,) x,S,, where F(X,, S,) is the semigroup of all functions from X, to S2 
under pointwise multiplication and @ : Sr + End(F(X,, S,)), the endomorphisms of 
F(X,, S,) into itself (with the variable written on the left), defined by @(sr) : (xl)f- 
(xp,)f for sI ES~, ~EF(X,,S~) and xl EX,. 
Since this wreath product is associative, for W, the semigroup of (X,, Sk)o...o(X1, 
S,)=(X,,Sk)O(Xk-,x ... xX1, W,_ ,) we can inductively define the multiplication of 
elements of W, as follows: for (fk, . . . , f,) = (fk, Fk- 1) and (gk, . . . , gr) = (gk, Gk_ r) E 
Wk, fk,gk:Xk_,x...xX1+Sk and Fk-l,Gk_l~ Wk_,, define 
(fk,Fk- I)(&, G,- ,) = (.fkFh ‘&Fk~ 1. Gkm ,I. 
Again, since this wreath product is associative, we could also define the multiplica- 
tion of elements by inducting from the other direction. That is, consider wk to be 
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the semigroup of 
(X,, &Jo... 0(X,, S,) = (X,X *.. xX2, W,,,)- w,, s,> 
where W,,, is the semigroup of (X,,S,) o...o(X,,S,). Then for two elements of 
W, : Cfk, .., fi)=(Fk,z,fi) and(g,,...,gl)=(Gk,2,gl), Fk,2 andGk,2E wk,2, define 
(Fk,2,h)*(Gk,2,8,) = (Fk,z. fiGk,z,f,&T,). 
This method is satisfactory for finite wreath products, but we would now like to 
define the wreath product of a countable number of semigroups on w, and clearly 
the first method is more convenient. 
We define the wreath product of a countable number of transformation semi- 
groups (X,, S,), (X2, S,), . . . , denoted ...“(X2,S2)o(X1,S1) to be (KIP”=,X,, W,,,) 
where W,, 1 = {(...,~2,~~):~,~S~and~~:Xi_,X...XX,~Siforeveryi=2,3,...} 
and with action 
( . . ..x., . . . . X2,XlN . . . . @i,...,@z,@J 
= ~~~~~,((~,~,~~~~,~,~~i~~~~~,~2((~1~~2~,(~1~~1~. ( 
Then the multiplication of two elements (. . . , A, . . . , f2, fi ) and (. . . , g, . . . , g2, gl) E W,, , 
can be defined as follows: 
etc. 
(...,A, . . . . .Lfi)(...,& .--,g,,g,) 
= (...,A- C./i II . ..>hfi) g,, ...9f2’hg27f,g,)? 
For further examples and properties of the wreath product we refer to [l] and [7]. 
If X is a set, XEX, then C(x) denotes the constant map C(x) :X-+X with 
C(X)(_Y)=X for allyEX. We write C(X)= {C(x) :xEX}. For a cts (X,S) we write 
(X, S) to denote the cts (X, S U C(X)). We sometimes denote the semigroup of the 
cts by S, or just by 3 if the set X is understood. 
Iterated matrix construction 
1.2. Definition. Given a semigroup S, finite non-empty disjoint sets A and B, and 
a function C : B x A -+S we can form the (Rees) matrix semigroup over S with struc- 
ture matrix C denoted RM(S; A, B; C), or RM(S; A, B) if the structure matrix C is 
understood, or even RM(S) if the sets A and B are also understood. It has underly- 
ing set A x S x B with the product 
hs,,W(a2,s2,~2) = (al,sl.C(bl,a2).s2,b2). 
We can extend a matrix semigroup by a group G given that (G, A) and (B, G) are 
left and right permutation groups on A and B respectively, such that the ‘linked 
equation’ or ‘slide rule’ 
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wx, 4 = C(b, iTa> (1.2)(a) 
holds. This guarantees that the following extension is associative. The extension, 
denoted RM(S; A, B; C) + G has underlying set (A x S x B) + G, where + denotes 
the disjoint union, and the following multiplication: 
and 
g. (a, s, b) = (gay s, b), (a,s,b).g = (a,s,&), 
grg, = g, .g, with multiplication in G 
(at, st, bt). (4, s2, &) as in RM(S; A, B; Cl 
1.3.Definition (Iterated matrix construction). Let S be a semigroup, Gr, . . . , G, be 
groups, A,, . . . ,A,, B,, . . . , B, disjoint non-empty sets with permutation groups 
(G,,A,),(B,,G,), . . . . (G,, A,), (B,, G,). We recursively define an iterated matrix 
semigroup as follows: 
Given C, : B, x A, + S satisfying (1.2.)(a), define 
R, = RM(S;A,,B,;C,)+G,. 
Having defined R, and given C,, , : Bk+ 1 xAk+ I -+R, satisfying (1.2)(a), define 
R k+l = RM(R,;Ak+l,Bk+1;Ck+,)+Gk+l. 
Hence R, = RM(... (RM(R,) + G,) + G2) + . . . ) + G,. Any R, so formed is called a 
finite iterative matrix semigroup (FIMS) (see [ll]). 
To clarify this definition, let us consider an example. Take S = G, = G, = ... = 
G,={1}.LetXbeanycountableset,andtakeA,=A2=...=A,=B1=B2=...= 
B,=X.ThenC,:B,xA, -+l and RI =RM(l; X,X; C,)+ (1). Hence elements of R, 
are of the form 1 and (a,, 1, b,), with 1 the identity and (al, 1, b,)(a;, 1,b;) = (a,, 1, b;). 
Let C2: B2xA2=XxX-+RI be defined by C2(b2,a2)=(b2,1,a2)ER1. 
Since 1 is the only element of G2, C, trivially satisfies (1.2)(a). So R2 = RM(Rr; 
X,X, C2) + (11 has elements of the form: 1, (a2, 1, b,), or (Q, (a,, 1,6,), &), the lat- 
ter of which we usually write (a2,a,, 1, b,, b2). Let us see how elements of R, 
multiply: 
1 acts as the identity element, 
where the multiplication in the second coordinate in (1) is as in R,. Similarly, 
(1) 
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where again the last multiplication in the second coordinate is as in R,. Now for each 
k<n, let Ck+r : Bk+l xA~+~== XxX-R, be defined by Ck+I(bk+l,ak+l)=(bk+l, 
1, ak+ ,). Elements of R have the following forms: 1, (a,, 1, b,), (a,, a,- 1, 1, b,_ ,, 6,), 
. . . . (a,,...,ar,l,bi,..., 6,,), and multiply as follows: 1 acts as the identity, and for 
1 Si,j<n, 
(a, ,..., ai,l,bj ,..., b,)-(a; ,..., a;,l,bj ,..., 6;) 
=(a,,(a,-,,...,ai,l,b;, . . . . b,-1) 
.C,(b,,ai).(aiml ,..., a;,l,b; ,..., bA_J,bA) 
where the multiplication in the second coordinate is as in R,_ ]. 
It is not difficult to verify that in R,,, 
(a, ,..., a,l,b, ,..., b,)(aA ,..., aj’,l,bj ,..., bA)=(cr,,l,&) 
where (Y, and /3, are strings in S” determined as follows: let a, = a, . . . ai, /3, = 
b ,.., b,, cwz=a,!,...aJTand p2=bJ!... 6;. Then there are unique strings (x, p E S * such 
that ~$=a,j?~a~~~ and Ial = 1 PI where /(Y/ denotes the length of the string (x. Then 
define a, = a if Ial 5 n and a, = the first n members of cr if (al > n. Dually define 
P,,=/? if lp 1 s n, and otherwise pn= the last n members of p. So, for example, 
taking n = 3 
while 
(a,, a2, al, Lb,, b2, &)(a;, Lb;) = (as, 02, ai, 1, b3, a;, 6) 
(a;, l,K)(as,a2, l,b2,bs) = (ai,b;,as, l,az,bz,b$ 
See [I 1, Section 41 for further examples. In some proofs it is best to number the 
coordinates a,, . . . . al, . . . . and in other proofs a,, . . . . a,? is better. See above Defini- 
tion 3.8. 
1.4. Definition. Given a semigroup S, we define the Rhodes expansion s^ to be the 
set of all finite strict g-chains of S. That is, 
S= ((s,,..., S,):SiES,nE~1,2 ,... },S;+,<S; for i= I ,..., n-l}. 
We write elements SIE S as s^= (s, < ... <s,). 
S can be interpreted to be the set of all nests of principal left ideals in S with 
distinguished points taken in each Z-class. 
1.5. Definition. We define a multiplication on S as follows: (s,< ..* <sI). (I,,< 
. . . < t,) = Red(s,,t,,, I ... 5 sit,, I t,, < t,,_ , < ... <t,) where Red is a canonical way 
of reducing g-chains in S defined inductively by 
and 
Red(x,,, = . . . =x1) = x,, 
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Red&< ... IX;+, <xi~xi_, 5 ... IX,) 
=(Red(xk~...~x,+I)<Red(x,~x,_,r...rxl)). 
In words, Red goes through the chain, reducing all g-equivalent subchains to 
their left-most element. For example, Red(a = b = c < d < e = f < g) = (a < d < e < g). 
It is not hard to see that this multiplication is associative, so that under it s^ becomes 
a semigroup. 
1.6. Definition. Let qs : s^--S be defined by 
(s, < *.. < s,)vs = s,. 
qs is called the ‘canonical map’. One can easily check that I?, is a surmorphism. 
Some of the properties of s^ are the following. (For a more complete investigation 
of s^, see [7] and [12].) 
1.7. Fact. For s, t E S, let f, fan s^ be any elements uch that (.F))II, =s and ($I, = t 
respectively. Then 
(a) st = t iff s^t^= t^;
(b) sts = s iff 5% = s^; 
(c) s 5 R t and s regular implies s^ I Rt^ 
(d) ssRt and s regular implies s^=,L 
Proof. (a) s^ is of the form (s < s, ~, < ... <s,) and r^is of the form (t < t,,,_ I < ... < 
t,). st=t implies st=Ls,,+,t-L.-. = LsI tELtr therefore ir^= (st < I,,-, < ... < t,) = z? 
Conversely, s^?= r^ implies st = t since qs is a homomorphism. 
(b) follows similarly. 
(c) s regular means there exists a E S such that sas=s. ssR t means there exists 
b E S’ such that s = tb. So s = sas = tbas. Letting x= bas, we have s = tx with x= Ls 
(sincex=basands=tbas=tx). Thenlet.?=(x<s,_,<.+-<s,)ES^. So 
& = Red(tx5 t+ ,XI ... 5 t,xsx<s,_ I < -.. <s,) 
= (s<s,_, < ... <s,) = .f. 
(d) follows from (c). 0 
1.8. Fact. Let S^=(S,<S,~_, < ... <s,), t^=(t,< t,+, < ... <t,) be elements of 3. 
Then s^ii(in s^) iff mln, sj=tj (i=l,..., m-l) ands,,,ELt ,,,. 
Proof. Straightforward. 0 
1.9. Fact. J^=,t^(in s^) iff m=n, si=ti (i= 1, . . . . m- 1) and ~,,,=~t,?~ (in S). 
Proof. Follows from 1.8. 0 
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1.10. Fact (unambiguity of the g-order). If d 5 t^ and s^r 4, then t^l q or q 5 6 
Proof. Follows from 1.8 and 1.9. 0 
1.11. Fact. qs is a y(9)-map. 
Proof. Follows from 1.9. q 
1.12. Fact. If e2 = e in S, then every 2’~ (e)n.;’ is an idempotent. 
Proof. Fact 1.7(a). Cl 
1.13. Fact. q, is a $*-map, i.e., s = (;)a, = (i)rfl, = t is regular implies .?~~t^ (or 
equivalently, the inverse image of a regular ,$-class of S under ns is a regular 
g-class of 9). 
Proof. Fact 1.7(d) yields the stronger result that qs is an %*-map. 0 
1.14. Definition. Let C$ : S--+ T be a homomorphism. Define q? : s^-+ F by 
(%<%I< .e. < sr)@ = Red((s,)@ 5 (s,_ ,)@ I ..e 5 (sJ@). 
It is easy to check that 4 is a homomorphism, and that 
1.15. Fact. The diagram 
commutes. 
It is also easy to see that ^ is an expansion, see [5]. 
1.16. Fact. ^ is a functor, ^  : Sgp -+ Sgp and n is a natural transformation n : -+ id, 
where Sgp is the category of all semigroups and id is the identity functor. 
For other expansions see [5]. 
We can consider the transformation semigroup (3,s) where S acts on itself by 
right multiplication. That (S,S) is actually a cts follows from the following: 
1.17. Fact. (9,s) is faithful when (S,S) is faithful. 
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Proof. Suppose 2.G =ar^ for all 2 E s^ (with $ r^ as in 1 .S). Then in particular (x). s^= 
(x). f for any XE S. So Red(xs, IS,,_ 1 < ... < sI) = Red(xt,?? I t,,, < t,_ , < ... < tl). 
The action of Red never deletes the left most element of a chain, hence xt, =xs,. 
This holds for all XE S, so t, =s, by the faithfulness of (S, S). This implies xt,,, =:t,17 
iff XS,=~S,. It follows that n = m and si = tj for i = 1,. . . , n - 1, and hence the fact 
follows. 0 
1.18. Notation. Every (.s, <s, I < ... < sl) E s^ can be given a representation (not 
uniquely) as follows: 
(%I ==C s,, 1 < ... <sJ = (jn...j, <j,-, . ..j. < ..- c&j, <j,) 
with jj E S; or inductively: 
s, =j, and .sx-+, = jk+,.sk for 15k<n. 
1.19. Fact. s^ is generated by chains of length one. 
Proof. (s,, < s, ~, < ... <s,)=(jJ...(j,) with notation as in 1.18. D 
1.20. Fact. Given (s, <s,_ 1 < ... <s,) ES^, and k, the smallest kE { 1, . . . ,M} such 
thatsks=RsI,(i.e., sp<Rsjfor l<i<k,). Thensjs=Rsiforko~i~n. 
Proof. By induction on i. Suppose s;s= R~i. Then s,, ,s = j, + ,Sis E R ji+ ,s, (since 3 is 
a left congruence) = Si+ ,. (Notation as in 1.18.) 0 
1.21. Note. Fact 1.20 is known as ‘once s permutes, it permutes the rest of the way 
down’ and gives rise to the Zeiger property of the embedding. (See Facts 2.10 and 
2.18.) The use of the word ‘permute’ is bad here; what is meant is only that under 
the action of s, sk stays in the same R-class. Better terminology (which is also used) 
is ‘TX_ does not fall, under the action of s’. Later in the paper we will associate with 
such a ‘permutation’ a group action on sk. We keep the word ‘permute’ since it is 
in the literature and is syntactically convenient. Wherever confusion might arise, we 
will always put the word in quotation marks. 
1.22. Remark. Let 
(j, -..j, < . . . <j,).(s) = Red(j, . . . j,s< *** 5 j,sls) 
= (jh, . . . j;s< .a. < j;s) 
(j; may be 1). If jko...j,S~Rjk~l...j, (k, as in 1.20), and say jk( ,... j,s=j;...j;s, 
then ji+ l may be chosen to be jk,,+i for 15 i 5 n -k,. 
Proof. For any k>k,, jk+,...j,<,j,...j, strictly. But jk+,...j,=Rjk+,...j,s by 
1.20, hence it follows that j,+, . . . j,.s < jk . . . j,s strict, since L is a right con- 
gruence. 0 
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1.23. Definition. For any semigroup S, and any SES, the stabilizer of s, denoted 
S,, is the set {t~S:st=s}. 
1.24. Theorem. For S a semigroup and S^E s^, if t E &,-, then t is aperiodic, i.e. there 
exists an n E { 1,2, . . . } (in fact the length of s1) such that t” = t” ’ ’ . 
Proof. See [12] and [7, Chapter XII]. 0 
2. Embedding ($‘,,!?) into a Zeiger wreath product 
2.0. Definition. A semigroup S is said to be finite-J-above if for any s E S there are 
only a finite number of elements t E S such that ssJt. See [S]. 
In this paper we will always adjoin an identity to S. So from this point on S will 
denote S’. 
2. I. The finite-J-above case 
We assume S is a finite-J-above semigroup. For the non-finite-J-above case we 
pass to a semigroup s3 which is finite-J-above. The properties of the expansion -3 
will be discussed in Subsection 2.2. We now want to show that when S is a finite-J- 
above semigroup, (9, S) can be embedded in a certain wreath product (H, W) such 
that the isomorphic image of S in W will actually be in a subsemigroup W” of W 
consisting of all sequential maps with an additional (Zeiger) property, defined 
below. The embedding is done in three steps ((i), (ii) and (iii) below): 
(i) We pass first to an isomorphic cts ((S)Encode,(S)Z) using a l-l map (‘Zeiger 
coding’) Encode : s^+ 2 where S is the set of strict $-chains in S. 
(ii) We define a coordinate map Exp : (S)Encode-+J7 which is l-l into Z7, which 
is roughly the direct product of the $-classes of S. This is called ‘expansion into 
coordinates’. We use Exp to construct an isomorphism (3, S)r((S)Encode.Exp, 
Exp- ’ . (s)Z. Exp). 
(iii) We then show that each element of a ‘. s^. a (where cr = Encode. Exp) can be 
extended to a sequential map on all of 17 _> (S)a with component action in the Zeiger 
wreath product, completing the embedding of (S)a in the wreath product. 
We begin by defining the two Zeiger properties (PZ) and (1Z). Their importance 
will be further discussed in Section 3. 
2.1. Definition. Let W, be the semigroup of (X,, Gk)o...o(X1, G,). We sometimes 
write W, = Gk 0 ... oG, (where G denotes G; U C(X,)). Given @E W,, @ = (Qk, . . . , c$,) 
where @i:X1~I~...~X1+G,: 
(a) We say I$ has the Zeigerpermutationproperty (PZ) if the following holds: when- 
ever @;(x;~,, . . . . xi) E Gj for some (xi_ I,..., ~r),i<k,thenforany(~, ,.._) Xirxipt )..., 
xl) extending (Xi_1,...,XI), n<k, @n+l(~,,...,~I)~G,+I. Then define Wkpz= 
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{@ E W, : @I has (PZ)}. I n words, @ has the Zeiger permutation property iff when- 
ever Q, acts as a permutation on the ith coordinate xi with respect to some string 
x=(x. ] ,- ,..., x,), then each component action extending x is also a permutation. 
We say ‘once @ permutes, it permutes the rest of the way down’. 
(b) Similarly we say @ has the Zeiger identity property (1Z) if whenever @;(x,_ ,, 
. . . . xJEG;, then for any (x, ,..., x~,x~~~ ,..., xi) extending (x,-i ,..., xi), n<k, 
&I+,(.%,...> xi) = 1, the identity on X,. Then define Wi” = { @ E W,: @ has (1 Z)} . In 
words, @ has the Zeiger identity property iff whenever @ permutes the ith coordinate 
X, with respect to some string x= (x,~ , , . . . , x,), then each component action extend- 
ing x is the identity. We say ‘once 0 permutes, it is the identity the rest of the way 
down’. 
Note that the definitions of PZ and 1Z also work for W the semigroup of 
...o(X2, G,)o(X,, G,), the countable wreath product over W. 
It is easy to see that Wkp’ and Wiz are subsemigroups of Wk. See 3.3 below for 
inductive definitions of Wkp’ and Wiz. 
2. I. I. Zeiger coding 
The original idea of Zeiger coding is due to Zeiger. It was originally a computer 
science idea of how to code nests of sets Xi 2 X, 2 ... 1 X,,. (See the Zeiger (hol- 
onomy) proof of the Krohn-Rhodes theorem in [7] and [l] .) Rhodes refined Zeiger’s 
idea and adapted it to s^. The idea is that each set in the nest is coded so as to reflect 
only its position (read from the ‘top down’) in the nest, and not its content (although 
by decoding one can recover the content). In this way, when a change (permutation) 
occurs at some coordinate, no change takes place in the coordinates below. (This 
is the famous “work for ‘the President’ not for Nixon” job security trick.) This 
coding yields the Zeiger identity property of the embedding. More precisely: 
2.2. Definition. (1) Let ? be {x,<,..*<~x,:x,ES, n~{1,2,...)}. 
(2) For each s E S, s E J,, some finite $-class. Let t(s) and t #(s) be arbitrary fixed 
elements of S such that 
(a) sf(s) = (Q, 1, l), 
(b) (a, 1, l)t#(s)=s 
where (a, 1,l) is a fixed representative of the &-class of s, written in its Rees repre- 
sentation (see [l, Chapter 71). Then, 
(3) We define Encode : 5-s as follows: for S=(.s, < ... <si)~S^, recursively 
define 
x1 = s1, xk+l =sk+lf(Xi)... t(xk) for 1 <k< n 
and define @Encode = (x,, cJ ... < Jx,) E s. That (x, cJ ... < Jx,) is actually in 2 is 
verified in 2.4. 
(4) Notice from the definition it follows that 
(a) st(s)t#(s) =s, 
(b) (0, 1, l)t#(s)t(s) = (a, I, l), 
(c) s= Rx implies st(s) =xr(x) = (a, 1,l). 
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2.3. Note. To shed some light on this definition, take a representative of 
s^=(j,...j, < .*. < j,j, <j,), jj E S. Then 
XI =j,, 
(QEncode = x2 =j,.Mj,), 
x3 = j,j,j,r(j,)r(j,j,t(j,)) = &2e2), 
Or in general we have the recursive formulas: 
representation of s^ Encode of 3 
SI =.A 
sk+l =jk+lSk 
for i<k<n. 
xl =j, 
xk+, =jk+,-%f(%d 
That is, sk+, comes from sk by multiplying by j, on the left, and xk+, comes 
from xk by first adjusting to the standard element x,t(x,) and then by multiplying 
by j,+ l on the left. In other words, if we call s, < ... <s, the evolution of the state 
for the input sequence j,, . . . , j, (meaning it shows the step-by-step result of multi- 
plying on the left first by j, then by j,, etc.), then x,~ <J *.. cJx, is the evolution of 
the %-class representatives x$(x;) under the multiplication on the left by inputs 
j,,, . . . , j,. That is, Zeiger coding consists of replacing si by its &?-class representative 
s,t(s;) (=x,f(x,)) and then following the evolution of these representatives under 
multiplication by the inputs j,?, . . . . j, (read backwards). Notice that the definition 
is independent of the representation, so it does not matter which representation 
(j ,,... j,,..., j,j,, j,) we take. 
2.4. Fact. With notation as above, 
(a) s;=~x; (and therefore s,t(s,) =xit(xi)) for is i 5 n. 
0) x,, <J ..’ < Jxl is strict. 
Proof. (a) By induction on i: for i= 1, s, = j, =x,. So assume sk’Rxk. Definition 
2.2(4a) implies xk”Rxkt(xk). Hence sk=Rx&k). Now since ‘R is a left Con- 
gruence we getjk+,Sk~~jk+,Xkt(Xk); i.e., Sk+,‘,&+,. Hence, for every 1 <is??, 
s, and x, have the same X-class representative s;t(si) =x$(x;). 
(b) By definition x, sJ... sJxI. (a) gives si= RXi and since si+ , < Ls; implies 
s,+, fJsi (using that S is finite-J-above), we get the result. The picture is the 
following 
. . . < 
L si+, <L s, <L --. 
lb lb . . . 
xi+ Ittxi+ 1) xi t txi> 
IL IL 
I I 
. . . xi+1 <.I Xj <J”’ 0 
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2.5. Fact. Encode is one-to-one. 
Proof. Say s^= (s, < 1.. <s,) and i?= (t, < ..- < tl) and (QEncode = (t^)Encode. Let 
(j,...j,< ... <j,j, <jr) be a representation of 3 and (h, . . . h, < ... < hzh, <h,) be 
a representative of f. Then, 
(QEncode = = (t^)Encode 
x, =&ru,-lt(x,-l) y/n = by,,,- ,f(y,,- 1) 
Hence m = n and j, = h, so that s, = tl. So, 
j,jltcil) = h,hlt(h,) = ~,~,t(“&) 
implies 
~2jlt(jl>t#(.A) = h2jlt(jlV”(j,), 
so that 
j,j, = h2jl = h2hl. (1) 
Therefore sz = t,. Now assume inductively that s,_ I = t,_ ,; i.e., j,-, . . . j, = h,- l . . . hl. 
Thensincex,=j,x,~,t(x,_,)=h,y,_,t(y,_~)=y,wegetasin(1)above,j,x,~,= 
h,y, _ , = h,x, _ , . Equivalently, 
j,j, - ,x, - #(Xn 2) = h,j, - ,x, 2t(x, 9. 
Hence as in (1) again we get j, j, _ rx, _2 = h, j, _ ,x,_,, or equivalently, 
j,j,-,j,-,x,~,t(x,~-,) = h,j,~,j,~,x,,~,t(x,-,). 
Continuing in this fashion we eventually get j, j, _ , . . . j3x2 = h, j,, _ , . . . j,x,, or 
equivalently 
j, . . . j,j,xrt(xJ = h,j,- I . . . .h.k~Gd. 
(1)yieldsj,...j,jl=h,j,,~,...j2jl. That is,s,=jn...j2jl=hnsn_I=hntn~I=tn. So, 
s^=f: 0 
2.6. Fact. The inverse of Encode is Decode : (S^)Encode-*S^, a one-to-one, onto 
map, given as follows: For (x,<~... <Jxl) E (S)Encode, let s; =x1 and sk+ , = 
Xk+lt#(Xk) .a* t#(x,)for 1 <k<n. Then define (x,<~... <,x,)Decode=(s,!,< ...< 
s;,. 
Proof. We show that Encode. Decode= Is, the identity on s^. With notation as in 
2.2, we show (s, < ... <s,) =(s,!, < ... <s;) by induction on k= 1, . . . ,n. First, 
s;=x, =st. Assume sk=sL.. 
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s;,, =xk+,f#(xk)...t#(x,) =j,+,x,t(x,)t#(~~)...t#(x~) (by 2.3) 
=jk+,xkt#(xkPl)...f#(xJ (by 2.2(4a)) 
= j,, ,si = j,+ ,sk (by the induction hypothesis) 
= Sk+,. 
This shows that Encode. Decode is the identity map on s^. Encode is one-to-one im- 
plies that Decode. Encode is the identity on @Encode, which yields the desired 
result. 0 
2.7. Definition. Using the l-l map Encode : S^+(S^)Encode c ?, we can form the 
cts ((S^)Encode,(S^)Z) where (s^)Z = {Decode .s^. Encode: S^E s^}, with composition as 
the multiplication. Then (S)Z acts on ($Encode, and Encode yields the isomor- 
phism (s, s^) z ((S^)Encode,(S)Z). 
2.8. Notation. Let SES and let (jn...j,<..~<j,).(S)=(j,I~...j~S<...<j,’S) (see 
1.22). Let x; =j;S and XL = ji- ,t(xk_ ,) for 1 < k 5 M where (x,:, <J ..a < Jx;) denotes 
(X,,, < J ’ ’ ’ < Jxl). (s). That is pictorially: 
(*) 1 Encode 
XI = j, 
<J 
<J 
Lx,? =j,x,-~W,-J 1 
(s) = Red 
Decode. (s) e Encode = 
Encode 
4 = j[.s 
<.I 
. 
<J 
2.9. Fact. With notation as in 2.8: 
(i) If s$<,&, thet? x,;, <@,,. 
(ii) If x,= Rx,i,, then for any longerstring (s,+, < .-- <s,) E 9, if (X,, 1 <J --. < JX~) 
Decode. (S) . Encode = (X,;, + , < Jx,;, < J . . * < Jx;), then X, + , = X,; + , . 
Proof. (i) X,:,=Rjn... j,S<Rj,... jl=RXn (since X,ERS, by 2.4). 
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(ii) Let (~,+,<~...<~x,)Decode=(j,+,j,...j,<...<j,)=(s,+l<...<s,). 
s,~~X,~~X,~~~R,~,,SOJ,... Jl=Rj; ,... J’,‘S=J,... j,s.Therefore(j,+,j,,...j,<*..< 
j,).(S)=(j,+Ijn...jlS<jn...jlS<j~~1...j;S<...<j;S) (where jn+l...jl.s<jn...jIs 
is strict by 1.22). Hence xl, + , = j, + ,x,k r(x,;) =j,+ ,x,t(x,) (by 2.2(4c)) =xn+ I. 0 
2.10. Fact. Let 
(X,<J... < Jx,)Decode. (s) . Encode = (x,:, cJ ... < Jx;). 
Let k, be the smallest k such that xk’Rxi, and say 
(xk,, < J ... < ,x,)Decode . (s) s Encode = (x; < J ... < Jx;). 
Then n-k,=m’-cx and xk,I+I=x,+l for i=l,...,n-kO. 
Proof. Follows from 2.9. q 
Note here we have ‘once s permutes it is the identity the rest of the way down’. 
This later (see before 2.20 and the proof of 2.18) gives rise to the Zeiger identity 
property of the embedding. 
2. I .2. Expansion into coordinates 
We now define the embedding of (s,ss> into a wreath product. To coordinatize 
the elements of s^ we put a height function on the $-classes of S. Such a function 
exists since S is finite-J-above. We use the Dedekind height function hJ defined as 
follows: given a g-class J, 
hJ(J)=sup{n:8J,,...,J,,=JwithJ= Jn<J...<JJz<JJ1). 
So h,(J) is the length of the longest strictg-chain ascending from J. We can define 
h,, on the elements of S similarly; h,(s)=sup{n: Bs,, . . ..s., =s with s=s, <J... <J 
s2 < _,s,}. We define h(S) = h,(S) = max {h,(s): s E S} if it exists, and otherwise we 
define h,(S) to be 03. Also if ?E s, ?= (x, < ... <x1), define h,(2) to be h,(x,). 
Since S is finite-J-above we can index the J-classes of S at each height h as Jh, i (i E I) 
for some index set I. (We can choose the same index set I for each h by taking I 
large enough and setting J,,;=0 when necessary.) Note that in this paper we write 
h <h,(S) to abbreviate 
h I h,(S) if h,(S) is finite, 
h < h,(S) otherwise, i.e., h is an arbitrary positive integer. 
2.11. Definition. (a) For eachg-class Jh,i of height h in S choose an arbitrary Rees 
matrix representation so that Jl ;Z RM’(G,, ;; A,, ;, Bh,,; C,,,) with A,,, g the set of 
&-classes of JII,, , B,,, z the set of 5!?-classes of Jh,i, Gh,, G the Schutzenberger group 
of Jt,,,, and Ch,i= the structure matrix of Jh,; (see [l]), and So denotes the semi- 
group with a zero, 0, added. For A,,, and Bmi choose arbitrary orderings 
A,?,;= {aih,‘} < . . . <aAh”)}, B,,i = {bih’iJ< *a. <bF”I. 
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(b) Define B;I= lJiSIBh,i the (disjoint) union of the B classes at height h and 
define BhC = Uhch,<hJcS,~tjT. That is, B,, is the union of all B-classes whose 
height is greater than or equal to h. To each Bh< we add two new symbols, ‘7’ and 
‘*‘, to get the generalized B-coordinates 
ph = Bh< U {t, *} for each h<h,(S). 
(c) For each h < h,(S) define (Ah x Gh)” = IJ iEl(Ah,, x Gh, ;). Define the generaliz- 
ed G-coordinates to be 
Gh = (Ah x Gh)” U {t, *}. 
(d) Then we define the generalized J-coordinates to be 
J/?=-G/7XB/? 
and finally, 
(e) Define 
I7= n _Jh. 
h < h(S) 
We often write I7 vertically as _5, 
X 
_J2 
X 
2.12. Notation. We denote an element of 17 by y= (... , y2, yl) or vertically by 
Yl 
r’ = Y2 
where 
and Yhb) E @h, y, (‘I E G/,. If YiG’ E (Ah x Gh)“, _ 
. 
Note that we use a capital G in yiG’ to denote an element of Gh = (Ah X Gh)” U (1, *} 
and a small g in Y’,“’ to denote an element of some group Gh, ;. We also denote 
initial substrings of an element of I7 by y’. 
With every element 2 E 2 we would like to associate an element of 17, called the 
coordinates of 2, or the expansion of ?;, and denoted (?)exp. The idea is as 
follows. Given j;= (x, <J e.1 <,x1) E 2 with x, = akg,bk its Rees coordinate, put 
each xk in its proper J-class, but slide the B-component bk up, just under x,!_ 1. We 
use T’s to show that the bk has been slid up, and we use +‘s to denote the end of 
the string. The picture in 2.14 shows this idea. The formal definition is as follows. 
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2.13. Definition. Let ?= (x, <J..’ _ </x1) E S with & = akgkbk its Rees coordinates 
for k= 1 , . . . , n. We want to define (2)Exp as some infinite y E I7 as follows: 
(a) For convenience we denote hJ(Xk) as N(k), so 
h,(J;) = h,(x,) = N(n). 
(b) We define the hth coordinate of (;)exp, denoted c,(g), by induction on k= 
1 9 . . . . n, where c&,<~... <Jx,)=c,(x,<J... <Jx,) for n<min{m,l}, 1 ~rn,f~ 
n; that is, if 2 is a substring of z’, then c,(2) and c&z) agree for h up to and in- 
cluding h = h,(2). 
For k= 1: 
if h= 1 and h#N(l), 
if h= 1 and h=N(l), 
if h > 1 and h <N(l) (i.e., x1 is ‘below’ Jh), 
if h> 1 and h=N(l), 
if h > 1 and h >N(l). 
For 1 <k 5 n: By induction hypothesis, assume c&k_ 1 < ... <x,) has been defin- 
ed. This implies that c&k < ... < xt) is defined for h I N(k - 1). Then define 
I 
6, 
c) 5 
if h=N(k- l)+ 1 and h#N(k), 
(i.e., h<N(k)) 
b, 
II 
gk if h=N(k- l)+ 1 and h=N(k), 
ak 
dxk < ... <x1) = 
T 
c) 
T 
if N(k- l)+ 1 <h <N(k), 
I 
T ; gk if N(k-l)+l<h and h=N(k), ak 
* 
I) 
* 
if h>N(k)rN(k- l)+ 1. 
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This completes the definition of ~~(2) for SE ?. Then, 
(c) Define the map Exp : S-Z7 by 
($Exp = n ch(jz) 
h < hA9 
($Exp is called the ‘expansion of 2 (into coordinates)‘. 
2.14. Remark. The ‘picture’ is the following. (Recall N(k)=h,(xk).) 
Coordinate Entry 
11 6 
t 
J2 ? 
JW t 
gl 
*I 
J N(l)+ 1 
J N(n) t 
gk 
*k 
J N(n)+ 1 * 
* 
Put bl in B,-spot indicating that an 
x, = al gl bl is ‘coming up’. 
t indicates that something has been 
‘slid up’. 
Put (a,,g,) in the J,(r)-slot. The 6, can be 
read from above. 
Put upcoming b2 in the JN(r,+r-slot. 
Intuitively an arrow shows that a bk has 
been slid up as far as possible (i.e., not oc- 
cupied by a ‘real’ (akpr,gk_r). 
*‘s denote the ‘end’ of the string. 
Clearly Exp is a one-to-one map into I7, which as in 2.7 implies 
2.15. Fact. (9, s^) s ((S^)Encode,(S^)Z) E ((S^)Encode.Exp,Exp- ’ . (s^)Z. Exp). 
2.16. Notation. Let cr=Encode.Exp. So LY : $-+I7 transforms (9, s^) into a cts on 
the set (S^)a c 17 by letting S^E s^ act as (x-‘. s. a; i.e., for p E (S^)a, p = (ija for some 
teS^. Define the action * of s^ on (s^)cr byp*s^=p.c-w-‘~~=((t^)cr.cx-‘~~=((t^s^)cx. SO 
this defines a cts (so, a-‘&z) G ($9). 
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We now want to define an action on the set 17. We do this by first defining the 
component actions on B,, and Gh, taking their wreath product to get component 
action on _Jh, and finally taking the wreath product of these over h to get an action 
on ZI7: 
2.17. Definition. (a) Given transformation semigroups (Xj,Si)iEI, I any index set, 
define the direct sum, denoted C ,cI (X;,S,), to be the cts (Ui61Xj, fl ;,[Si) where 
the action of an element s = n i~,S; on an element XE U iEl~j is defined by xs =xsi 
where i is such that XE Xi. 
(b) For the component action on B,, = B,, U { 1, *} we will only need the identity 
1 and the constant maps C(b) for b E Bh. So we take the transformation semigroup 
(Bh, 1). We denote the semigroup of this cts by i,,, and just i if the Bh is under- 
stood. 
(c) We let the group Gi= fl i~lGh,i act on C;, as follows: given g’= n iElg:E Gi 
define 
(ah, Ir9 &, i’) . g’ = (ah, if3 gh, I,’ glfT> for (ah, i’, gh, f) E GhU, 
T.g’=t and *.g’= *. 
Then we add in the constant maps, yielding the cts (m). We denote the semi- 
group of this cts by Gi. 
(d) This yields an action Jh on Jh = Gh x Bh, where 1, is the semigroup of 
___ __ 
cJh,Jh) = (-Gh,~)“(&v i) = (G/p G;)o(B,, 1). 
(e) We then define an action on I7 to be W, where W is the semigroup of 
(n, W) = ~~~OcJ,,Jz)OcJ,,J,). 
(f) In the proof, we will consider actions for which we are only concerned about 
their behavior on one coordinate. So for (a:g’) EAT,;, X Gh,i’y let C(a:g’) denote 
the action which resets the Ah, jr x Gh, jr coordinate to (a: g’) and resets Ah,; X Gh,, for 
i#i’ to (a’,g’) also. 
Similarly, we are concerned with group actions for g’E Gh, is which act only on 
the G,,,,-coordinate, so let g’denote the action which is multiplication by g’on the 
Gh,,, coordinate, but is the identity on all other coordinates, and is always identity 
on Ah,,-coordinates. 
2.1.3. Extending the action of (Y- ‘&Y to all of II 
Our goal in this section is to show that (&I, a-‘$a) g (9, s^) is actually a subsemi- 
group of (I7, W)“. This fact will yield one of the main results of our paper, the 
prime decomposition theorem for arbitrary semigroups (2.40), which states that 
(S, S) < (Z7, W)” via 
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To prove this theorem we will proceed as follows: we first prove the theorem for 
finite-J-above semigroups by proving Key Fact 2.18 which shows that the component 
action of a-‘& on ,!?a is remarkably simple (i.e. as in 2.17), and that each a-‘s^cx~ 
(Y- ‘& can be extended to all of fl in a ‘natural’ way. For any a- ‘da E a- ‘&, we 
simultaneously describe the component action of a ‘,?a, define the extended action 
(j)ext on 17 and show (Qext is in W and has the Zeiger identity property. We then 
show that the given extension is actually a morphism. This will yield Theorem 2.32, 
the result for finite-J-above semigroups. In Subsection 2.2 we introduce a map A3, 
which makes any semigroup finite-J-above. The result then holds for arbitrary 
semigroups (2.40). 
2.18. Key Fact. Let s^= (j, . . . j, < ... < j,) = (j,) . . . (j,) be any element of s^. Then 
u ‘s^cx an be extended to a function (s^)ext : ZP ZZ with (4)ext E W lz (that is, ($)ext 
is in the wreath product of all the CJh,Jh) so that on B-coordinates Bh, the action 
of (s)ext is from T,, and on G-coordinates Gh, the action of (d)ext is from Gi, and 
(Qext also has the Zeiger identity property. 
2.19. Notation. In the proof we will use as standard notation: for k^= 
(s, < ... <s~)=(~,,)...(~JES^ and s^=(S=j,...jl<...<j2jl<jl)=(jn)...(jl)ES^ 
with s=j,...j,: 
Sl k, 
In s^: < < 
k&l 
6 
< 
k^= i < 
< 
.s^=(j,)...(j,) > 
t 
s, . 
(multiplication in s^) s; = Red 
< 
k k, m ... 
r 
.il 
< 
.i2_h 
< 
< 
Jn... j,=s 
< I 
k,s 
5 
ck, . . . k,s 
Encode 1 7 Decode Encode 1 T Decode 
x, = kl = 
ad1 
4 =A 
<J 
<J (cont’d next page) 
<J 
4 = j,x;t(x;) 
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In 9: Xi = kjXj_ 1 Decode..?. Encode = (ki)Encode = < J 
’ t(Xj~l) = ajgjbi 
<J XA =j,x;- ,t<x;- ,) 
<J 
<J 
X,=k,X,~,t(X*-,)=a,g,b, <J 
X; = t&x;_ ,qx;_ 1) 
Exp 1 Exp 1 
In L7: i’ 
a-‘s^a 
Y; 
Y; 
where (x = Encode. Exp. 
Recall that Fact 2.10 showed that once Decode*$.Encode ‘permutes’, it is the 
identity the rest of the way down. The map Exp is an isomorphism of cts onto its 
image in n, hence it will preserve this Zeiger property. That is, once cr-‘& ‘per- 
mutes’ it will act as the identity the rest of the way down. Thus it is reasonable to 
expect that when we extend the action of a -‘&x to all of L7 (‘naturally’), the 
property will still hold, showing that (Qext E W”. 
2.20. Notation. Notice that under the action of Decode .s^. Encode the element x,,, is 
takento(x,.t#(x,~1)...t#(x,).s)Encode=x,t#(x,_1)...f#(xl).s.t(x;)...t(x;~1)= 
x;. So for g= (x, <J”’ < Jxl) and ($Decode..?. Encode = (x;< J... < Jx;), let s(i,) 
denote t#(x,- I) . ..t#(X.).S.f(X;)...t(X;~]). so x;=x,&& 
2.21. Note. (i) For XE S, x= agb, its Rees coordinates in Jh, and SE S such that 
xs= Jx, the Rees coordinates of xs= Jx are (a,g. (b)[s]o, bs) for some group ele- 
ment denoted (b)[slG. 
(ii) So with notation from (2.20), 
and 
(X/p = x2’. s&) 
(x;)(g) = x$‘. (X$‘)[S&&. 
2.22. Definition. Call y E so c Ilr a legal string. Also call any initial substring of a 
legal string legal. Call a string in 17 illegal if it is not legal. (See the following discus- 
sion of illegal strings.) 
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2.23. Definition. For any string yen, define jL to be the longest legal initial sub- 
string of y. So if, for example, (b,,, ,, YPL,, . . . , y,) is legal but (Y,, i, Y,, . . . , yl) is 
not, then $_ = (b,, i, Y,, . . . , y,). Define the length of the legal part to be 
! 
W ifyL=(y,,...,.h), 
GL) = w+ ifyL=(b,+,,y,,...,y,), 
co if YL = y’. 
Let us discuss the ways in which a string could be or ‘become’ illegal. Either a 
string is illegal in the very first coordinate, or else becomes illegal at a B- or G-coor- 
dinate: 
(i) To begin with, by the definition of Exp, the first coordinate of a legal string 
must be an element of B, <. Hence, if an 7 or * occurs in the first coordinate, the 
string is illegal. 
(ii) Now suppose (yW, . . . , yl) is legal, and consider y’= (b,, i, Y,, . . . , y,). If y: = 
(a, g) E (Ah x Gh)” for some h, then in order for 3 to be legal, b,, , must either be 
a *, denoting the end of the string in s^ or b,, 1 E B,, , < with b,v+, < Jg, so in this 
case if b,,+ , is an ? or if it is not J-under the things above, then y will be illegal. 
If y$ is an T, then b,, I must also be an r (since a B-coordinate has already been 
slid up) in order for 3 to be legal. So if b,, 1 E B,, 1 < U { *}, y’ will be illegal. 
Similarly if yz is a *, if b,+l is anything but a *, the string y will be illegal. 
(iii) Now suppose (b,, 1, y,, . . . , yl) is legal and consider j= (g,, i, b,, 1, yW, . . . , 
Yi)=(Yw+i,Yw,..., y,).Ifforsomeh=1,2,...,w+l, bhEBi+,,theninorderforT 
to be legal, g,, 1 mustbeanelementof(A,+,xG,+,)“andg,+,~,bh.Soifg,+, 
is an T or a *, or if g,“+, is not J-equivalent to b,+, then y’ will be illegal. 
If some bh< E B, above (for h < w+ 1) is actually in a J-class below JWcl, then 
a B-coordinate below J,, 1 has been slid-up above J,, 1, and then g,, I should be 
an 1 if j is legal. Hence if gu,+lE(A,V+l~G,V+,)“U {*}, y’will be illegal. If b,+l 
is a *, then if g,, 1 is anything but a *, y’ will be illegal. 
To summarize, if (YW, . . . , y,) is legal, but (b,, ,, y,, . . . , yl) is illegal, then either: 
(1) b,+, should be an 1 and is not (in the case g, is an I), or (2) b,, , should be 
an element of Bh< but is not or is from the wrong J-class; i.e., not J-under the 
things above (in the case g, E (A, x G,)‘, or (3) b,, 1 should be a *, but is not (if 
g, is a *). 
If (b,+i,Yw, . . . . yi) is legal but (y,, i, . . . , y,) is not, then either (1) gwtl should 
be an t but is not (in the case the ‘real’ B-coordinate above g,, I actually lies in a 
J-class below J,+ 1), (2) g,+l should be an element of G,, , but is not, or is from 
the wrong J-class; i.e., not J-equivalent to the bh above it), or (3) g,, , should be 
a * but is not (if b,+l is a *). 
The idea of the proof of (2.18) is to describe, by cases, the component action of 
cry’& on legal strings and simultaneously define the action of (Qext to act the 
same. Given a string in 17, we look at its longest legal substring and allow (s^)ext to 
act just like (Y- ‘s^cx for as long us possible (the length of the legal part may get 
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longer). When we can use no more legal information from the given string, we 
define (Qext to reset each coordinate to *. 
We need a few more preliminaries before we begin the proof. 
2.24. Definition. Given a legal string _?= (y,, . . . , yl) (or (b,, ,, y,, . . . , yl> or 
( . . . , yz, y,)), there exists a maximum a (0 < cx 5 l(j)) such that ycg) # T or *. Call 
the a = (x( y’) the length of the principal part of y’. We define 
(y,, ..*,y,) 
to be the principal part of y and 
(Y,, ..*1 Ye+,) (or &+r,y,,...,~r) or(...y,+2,yrr+r)) 
to be the rest of ;. 
If the principal part of y’ is all of y’, we say y’ is principal. (Note the principal 
part of j goes down only to the last ‘real’ G-coordinate, and includes this last 
G-coordinate; hence (Y is always an integer.) The following fact gives an interpreta- 
tion of this definition. 
2.25. Fact. With notation as in 2.24, there exists a unique &?-chain (s, < “. < 
s,) E s^ such that (s,,, < .*. <sl)Encode.Exp=( ,.., *,*, y, ,..., y,). The rest of 3 has 
coordinates of the form (r, b,,+ ,), (?, 7) or (*, *). 
Proof. The existence and uniqueness of the g-chain follows from the fact that both 
Exp and Encode are one-to-one maps. y’ is a legal string and the principal part in- 
cludes the last ‘real’ G-coordinate, hence by Definition 2.13 the coordinates of the 
rest could only be as stated. 0 
We now return to the proof of the Key Fact. 
Proof of Key Fact 2.18. Let us set up the situation. For a fixed s^ Es^, s^= (j,) . . . (jr) = 
(j,...j, < *.f <j, j, <j,), we have an action (Y- ‘& on 5%~. We want to define 
(s^)Ext E W, an action on all of 17. So we take a fixed string YE I7, y’= ( . . . , y2, y,) 
and define y’. (.$)ext. An element w E W can be represented as w = ( . . . , fk+ l, fk, . . . , 
f2, f,) where f, =(f,“, ff) with fihe i,, (see (2.17) for notation) and fy : B, + 
_Giy; f,=(fF,ft) where f,":jk_,x...x_J1-'iBI and fkc:Bkx-Jk-lx...xJljGil;. 
We will induct on k-l,2 ,... to define (@ext=( . . . . fk+,,fk ,..., f2,fi) and 
simultaneously show that it is in the Zeiger wreath product WI’. 
Let ek denote the projection map @k : n-+Jk X *-- X Jl for k= 1,2, . . . . Our 
general tactic will be as follows: independent of the string j~Z7, we have to put j, , 
j,jr , . . ..jn-. . . . j, in their proper J-classes with ‘advance B;‘. This will take us as 
far as fk for k=h,(j,_, . . . j,). Once this has been done, and supposing (fk, . . . , f,) 
has been defined, to define fk + , , welookatthesubstringy.ek+,=(yk.+,,...,yl)of 
y. We decompose this string into three parts: the principal part, the rest, and the 
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illegal part (note this depends on k+ 1). The principal part yields a string (s, < ..= < 
s,)=(&<J’.. <,xi)Decode in s^. In the rest, there may or may not be a ‘trailing’ 
b m+l. For s=j,,... j,, we see how a- ‘&x acts on (s, < ... < si) in s^. If this action 
forces us to put something into the k+ l-coordinate, we define Sk+ I accordingly 
(including if a-‘& permutes above, we are ‘forced’ to define (Qext to act as the 
identity the rest of the way down). Similarly, we deal with a trailing b,, 1. It could 
be that a g,+i is ‘coming up’ in a later (> k + 1)-coordinate , otherwise the string 
is illegal at Gh,u,+,). If this is the case we will put a * to denote we have no more 
legal information we can use. 
We proceed with the proof: For any SE S we let sa,sb,,sg denote the Rees coor- 
dinates of s, and let sG denote (~4s~). 
k = 1. Let Y. ei = (Yi). a- ‘.?a always puts the B-coordinate of Ji into the ‘new’ 
B,-coordinate, regardless of Y,. Hence if we define f/ = C(j/), this will extend 
a-‘&X*@,. 
If n = 1 (so s = (j,)) and j, E Ji and C(b,, j,@)) # 0 (so xl =y, = al g, 6, and xi j, E Ji), 
then (Y- ‘.?a permutes the G-coordinate Y I” by (1, (bl)[j,lG). So define flG(bl) = 
(bl)[j,lGE G1 in this case. Otherwise, for any other situation, a-‘&~ will put j, in 
its proper J-class; i.e., K’.?o resets the G-coordinate to jlG if j, E J, or resets to 1 
if j, E J,, for h > 1. Since this is independent of yf”, define flG to do the same. 
To summarize, define 
and 
i 
(bl)[jllG if n = 1, b, EBB and C(bl, jp)#O, 
fic(W = C(T) if jlEJh for h> 1, 
C(j?) otherwise. 
From the above discussion it is clear that f, extends the action of aP13a!.el. fi is 
trivially in the Zeiger wreath product cJ1,T)‘“= cJ,,K). 
Induction hypothesis. Assume (for fixed 3) f,, . . . . fk have all been defined such 
that (fk, . . . . f,) extends the action of a-‘&~.@~ to an element of WIZ.ek. Let 
~.ek+l=(Yk+l,Yk,...,Yl)E_Jk+lX.” xJ,. Let &_ be the longest legal substring of 
?.ek+, and let (ya, . . . . yl) be the principal part of jL.ek+i. Let (...*,*,~~,...,y,)= 
(x, <J 1.. < Jx,)Exp = (s, < a.. <s,)Encode . Exp (see 2.22-2.25). We need the fol- 
lowing definitions: 
2.26. Definition. With notation as above, define 
(a)M(k+l)to bemin{hrk+l:sisEJhforanyi=l,...,m} ifthisminimumex- 
ists, and define M(k + 1) = 0 otherwise. So M(k + 1) is the minimum coordinate at or 
after Jk+ , into which one of s,, . . . , s, falls under multiplication by s. M(k + 1) = 0 
means none of sl, . . . , s, fall into or below Jk+ , when multiplied by s. M(k + 1) = 
k + 1 means something falls into Jk+ 1. Notice that M(k + 1) depends only on s,, . . . , s,, 
and s. 
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(b) Define L(k+ 1) to be max{i<m:s,sEJk+r]. So Q/C+ 1) tells us the ‘last’ 
(i.e. deepest in the J-depth) sj which falls into Jk+, when multiplied by s. L(k+ 1) = 0 
means no si falls into Jk+ 1 when multiplied by s. L(k + 1) = i, > 0 means some s, 
falls into Jk+, and among all such, s,, is the ‘last’ to do so. Notice L(k+ 1) 
depends only on sl, . . . , s,, and s. Note that M(k + 1) refers to a coordinate position, 
while L(k+ 1) refers to (the index of) an si. 
(c) In the proof we will look at the minimal coordinate Jhfck+ ,) into which some- 
thing (one of sl, . . . , s,) falls and then take the ‘last’ .si which falls into that minimal 
coordinate JMck+ 1j ( so i=L(M(k+ 1)). This ‘last’ si falling into JMtI(+ ,) we denote 
~~r,,,,~~+~~~ which is consistent with the above definitions. We say sL(,,,rk+ r)) is the 
‘last si to fall minimally with respect to Jk + 1’. 
(d) If ;L is not principal, it has the form (I, 7, . . . , b,, 1, yp) where yP is the prin- 
cipal part of y’. In this case we say _& has a trailing b (namely b,, r). It is then pos- 
sible that b,, 1 falls into or below Jk under multiplication by s. So we extend the 
above definitions to this situation: 
Define M,(k+l)=min{hrk+l:bis~Jh for any i=l,...,m+l) if this mini- 
mum exists, and otherwise define Ms(k + 1) = 0. Also define LB(k + 1) = max {i I 
in+ 1: b;sEJk+, }. Let us denote LB(MB(k+ 1)) by I(k+ l), so s~(~+~) is the last (i.e. 
deepest in the J-order) of sI, . . . , s,, b,, 1 which falls minimally with respect to 
J k + , . We proceed to define fk+ 1 by looking at quite a few cases. We first outline 
these cases and show they are complete. The cases are as follows: 
I. k+l ~h~(j,_~ . ..j.). 
II. k+ 1 > h,(j,_, . ..j.). 
(A) m =0 (i.e., principal part of j~.&+r is empty). 
(1) y is illegal in its very first coordinate. 
(2) y,_ is of the form (7 . . . T,b,). 
(B) m#O. 
(1) sjs=si for some 1 rirm- 1. 
(2) ~,_,s<~s+,, or m=l. 
(a) MB(k+ l)#O (i.e. something from sl, . . . ..sm. b,+, falls into or 
past Jk+ 1 when multiplied by s). 
(i) S,.SE~S,,. 
(ii) .s,.s <Rs,. 
(ii. 1) no trailing 6, + I. 
(ii.2) b,+,s=Rb,n+,. 
(ii.3 b,+Is<Rb,,+t. 
(b) Ms(k+ I)=0 (i.e. nothing falls into or past Jk+ ,). 
(i) s,,s~~s,,. 
(ii) s,s <Rs,. 
In case I we are concerned with putting j,, j,j,, . . . , j,_ , . . . j, in their proper J- 
classes with ‘advance Bi’. Note we do not put j, . . . j, =s into its J-class, as it may 
permute x1, Once these have been put into place, k + 1 > h,(j,,_ 1 . . . j,); so we are 
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in Case II. We take the string y’. Q~+, and look at the principal part. This is either 
empty or not empty, hence either II(A) or II(B) holds. If the principal part is empty, 
. - 
then either y.ek+t is illegal in its very first coordinate, or else has only a trailing 
b,; i.e. (_?.ek+i) is of the form (7 . . . T,6,). These are cases A(1) and A(2) respec- 
tively. 
If the principal part is not empty (II(B)), we look to see if there has been a permu- 
tation above. We look first at s i, . . . , s,_ l to see if any of them are permuted by s. 
Either one of them is, i.e. s~s=~.s~ for some i= 1, . . ..m - 1 (B(l)), or else none of 
them are. But none of the si (i= 1, . . . , m - 1) are permuted by s if and only if 
s, _ 1. s <Rs, _ 1 since by Fact 1.20 once s permutes it permutes the rest of the way 
down (B(2)). 
So assume s,_ is <Rs,,_ i, or that m = 1. Then we examine whether or not some- 
thing from st, . . . , s,, b,, , falls into or past Jk+ 1 when multiplied by s. Either 
something does or something does not. Hence either 2(a) or 2(b) holds. If something 
does fall, then we look at s, and see whether or not it is permuted by s. Either 
s,.s=Rs, or .s~s<~~~. Hence either 2(a)(i) or 2(a)(ii) must hold. If s,.s<,s, we 
go further and check if there is a trailing b,, 1 and if there is, whether or not it is per- 
muted bys. So either there is no trailing b,+i or bm+l~=Rbm+l or b@,+is<Rbm+i. 
Hence in a(ii) either (l), (2) or (3) must hold. 
Now suppose nothing from sl, . . . , sm, bk+ 1 falls into or past Jk+ 1. Then we check 
whether or not s, is permuted by s. Either s,..s=~s, or s,s<,s. Hence in 2(b) 
either (i) or (ii) holds. In case 2(b)(ii), we also discuss the action on a trailing b,, 1, 
but do not make this a separate case. The above discussion shows that this is all 
possible cases. 
For legal strings y’, the elements j, , j,j,, . . . , j, . . . j, are first put into their respec- 
tive J-classes, encoded and expanded with ‘advance Bi’. This is independent of the 
string y unless x1 j, . . . j, = Jj, . . . j, . So in case I below we put j,, . . . , j, _ t . . . j, into 
their respective J-classes adjusted via the coding and with ‘advance B;‘. Then, let- 
ting s=jn... j, we continue its action on the string in case II. 
Case I. k+ 1 sh,(j,_, . . . j,). 
(A) If for some l<y<n-1, j,... j, E Jk, then on &), cx-‘.?cz resets the Bk+ i- 
coordinate to the B-component of j,, 1 . . . j, adjusted via the coding. If j,, , . . . j, 
actually lies in Jk+ 1, then a-‘,& resets Gktl to (jY+t . . . jt)’ adjusted via the cod- 
. . 
ing. Otherwise it resets Gk+ 1 to T. This is independent of the legality of the string 
(Yk+lr ..e* yi), hence for all strings (yk+ i, . . . , y,) define 
fkbcl(Yk, . . . .yl) = C( j,, 1 ,.. j, t(x;) . . . t(x;)‘@), 
fkc,(bk+l,yk,...,Yl)= 1 
C(j,+ 1 . . . j,t(x;) . . . t(x;)(“) 
ifjy+l...jlEJk+l, 
C(T) otherwise. 
(B)Ifforsomel(y<n,j,...j,~J~,h<kandj,+,...j,~J~,forh’2k+l,then 
on legal strings a-‘& resets Bk+ I to T and either resets Gk+i to 1 if h’> k+ 1 or 
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resets Gk+, to (j,, I . . . j,)’ adjusted via the coding if h’= k + 1. Notice this is com- 
pletely independent of the string (yk+ ,, . . . , y,). So define 
fkb+LJ%.%Y1) = C(l) 
and 
f,+,(~k+lLYkY..dQ) = 
i 
C(j,+ 1 . . . j, l(x;) . . . r(X;p) 
if_&+,....bEJk+j, 
C(T) otherwise. 
Then for both cases (1) and (2), (fk+i,..., fi) extends the action of (Y- ‘3cr. Q~+ I 
and is in W”z . &+ 1 since every action so far has been a reset. 
Now if Case I does not hold, let s = j, . . . j, . 
Case II. k+ 1 >h,(j,_, . ..j.). 
(A) m = 0 (principal part empty) (Recall (... *, *, j,,) = (x,~ <J .*. <,xi)Exp.) So 
either y\@ is illegal or _?r is of the form (1, . . . . T,b,) for some br ~8,. 
(1) If y is illegal in its very first coordinate, then we want to put s = j, . . . j, in its 
proper J-class, encoded and with advance B;, and then put r’s the rest of the way 
down, denoting that we have no more legal information. That is, define 
I 
C(s. r(x;) . . . t(x’ ,)‘b’) n 
fkb+i(Yk,...,Y,) = cthk+:,~~~~l.l.i;::‘::;.+I Ih,(S) 
C(*) if k-t 1 >hj(s), 
and 
: 
C(s. t(x;) . . . t(xj$“) if k + 1 = h,(s), 
fkC,(bk+,,Yk,,..,Y1) = C(t) if h,(j,-i... j,)<k+l<h,(s), 
C(*) if k+ 1 > h,(s). 
Since ylb) is illegal, fk + , trivially extends cr - ‘?c! and again is in w” ’ @k+ , since 
every action so far has been a reset. 
(2) jL is of the form (1, . . . . ?,6,). That is, $_ is legal only in the sense of being 
an initial substring of an element ($a (i.e. it could be extended to an element of 
($a) without (.. . *, *, yL) belonging to (s^)c-w. This is a special case of the very im- 
portant ‘trailing 6’ case, where y is of the form j= (7 . . . t, b,, i,g,t . . . t, 7,6,). 
Here we are given a b, + 1 but with no g, + 1 following it. It could be the case that 
the g, + 1 is coming up in a later (i.e. larger than k+ 1) coordinate, in which case y’ 
is legal, or that 6,+ 1 E Jh for h 5 k + 1, in which case he string is illegal at the coor- 
dinate Gh,(b,,,+ i), since no g,, i E GhJcb,,, +1) occurs there. 
Since our philosophy is to do as much as possible given the legal part of the string, 
in the case &_ = (T, . . . ,I, b,) we first advance the B-component of s adjusted via 
Encode into B,,(j,, ~, ,, j,)+ 1. Then 
(i) If b,s<,s, I;y -l&z would put the G-component of s adjusted via Encode in its 
proper J-class and then put the B-component of 6, .s, adjusted via the coding in 
B h,cs)+ 1advanced up from Bh(bls) (so 1’s are put in all coordinates between h,(b,s) 
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and h,(s) + 1). Below B,,(,,, we define fk+ 1 , . to put * s since we have no g,, I to 
work with. 
(ii) If b,.s=Js, a-‘&~ would put t’s after B,J(j,m,.,.j,,+, to show that the B- 
component of s, adjusted, has been slid up. But at Gh,(b,,s, = GhJcs, we define fk+ 1 
to put *‘s, since previous convention would have us take the left-most G-coordinate 
(which in this case is the one associated with b, . s), but we are not given one. That 
is, we define 
C(s.t(x;)...~(x’_,)(b)) 
ifk+l=h,(Jf.,,_,...j,)+l, 
C(t) if b,s<sand h,(b,s)z-k+l>h,(s)+l, 
fkh+,(YkVVYl) = 
I 
or if hJ(s)>k+l>hJ(j,P,...j,)+l, 
C@, . s. r(g) . . . t(Xp’) 
if b,s<,s and k=h,(s)+ 1, 
C(*) if k> h/(&s), 
and 
: 
C(s. t(x;) . . . t(x’ _ p’) 
if b,s<,s aid k=h,(s), 
fkG,@k+,~Yk~...~Yl) = C(t) if h,(s)>k+l>h,(j,_,...j,) 
or if h,(b,s) > k+ 1 > h,(s), 
C(*) if klhJ(b,Q. 
By the above discussion, for case II(A), (fk+ ,, . . . ,f,) extends the action of cx-‘fo. 
ek+]. It is in W”.Q~+, since all actions so far have been resets. 
So we can now assume m 2 1. 
(B) ml 1. 
(1) Suppose s;.s=~s, for some 1 sism- 1. Then Fact 2.10 shows that a-‘&z 
fixes all coordinates after N(i) where SiEJN(I), and so in particular, ~‘.?a fixes 
Jk+,. So define 
fkb+,(Ykr...* Y,) = 1 and fkCi,(~~+,,yk,...,~,) = 1. 
It is clear that (fk+ ,, . . . , f,) extends the action of a-‘.%.~~+,, is in Wit, and has 
the Zeiger identity property. 
(2) s,-I~s<,+4,~,-I or m=l 
(a) Ms(k+ l)#O (i.e. something from s,,...,s,,b,+, falls into or past Jk+,). 
Recall f(k + 1) denotes Ls(Ms(k+ 1)) (Definition 2.26(d)), where we look at the first 
coordinate, JM, at or after Jk+ , into which something from s,, . . . , s,, b, + , falls 
under multiplication by s, and take I(k+ 1) such that s&k+ ,, (= b,, 1 if I(k + 1) = m + 1) 
is the ‘last’ such thing to fall into J,,,,. If .s[..sE Jk for some t < f(k+ 1), then aP’&z ad- 
vances the B-COmpOnent of s/(k+ ,,. s (S[(k+ ,, may equal 6, + ,) adjusted via Encode 
into Bk +, . Otherwise (x- ‘& IWetS Bk+, to t. Note that even if s permutes the up- 
coming Gk+ ,-coordinate, we reset the Bk+ ,-coordinate from above. 
As regards the new Gk+ ,- coordinate, consider the two cases: 
(i) Suppose s;s=~s,. Then if s, eJk+, (i.e., N(m)=k+ 1), then a-‘&~ per- 
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mutes the G-coordinate gk+ 1 = g, by (y&‘i i)[s(&)]o E Gktl and the A-coordinate 
by 1. If N(m) < k + 1, a- ‘.?a would be 1 on all legal strings, so we define fF+ 1 
to be 1. 
. . 
(11) If s; s < as,, we first look for a trailing b,, i. 
(ii.1) Suppose there is no trailing b,, ,: then if M(k + 1) = k + 1, a-‘&x resets 
y:,, to the G-component of slCk+ r). s adjusted via Encode, and if M(k+ 1) > k+ 1, 
n 
o ‘so resets yf+ 1 to 1. 
(ii.2) If there is a trailing 6,+, and bm+l.~=Rbm+l, then on legal strings aP’& 
would put T’s down to but not including GNCm+ ,) and then permute the G-coordi- 
nate. Since we want to do as much as possible given the legal part &_ of the string, 
we define (s”)ext o put 7’s down to G,,, + i), and at G,,, + ,) and below to reset to 
*, since we are given no g,, i E G,+i associated with b,, i. Notice that even if 
(Ykil, . ..Y y,) is illegal but N(m + 1) > k+ 1, under the action of ($)ext the new 
string y” (s)ext ‘@k+ 1 will be legal until the G,,,,, + ,) -coordinate. The idea is captur- 
ed in the following picture: 
gm-I 
am-1 
bm 
t 
&I - 
am 
b m+l 
t 
t 
illegal 
(9) ext 
g, _ is (adjusted) 
a,,- 1s 
b,s (adjusted) 
t 
gms (adjusted) 
%7s 
b m+lS (adjusted) 
: 
t 
J~(rn+l) ’ 
t (B-component has been pushed 
* but we are not given a g, + 1 to 
act on) 
Jk+l 
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On legal strings, N(m+ l)> k+ 1 so we just have not gotten to the g,+, yet. In 
this case we will only be resetting to f‘. Once k = N(m + 1) we shall no longer have 
a trailing bm+,. This shows the action of (@Xt.@k+, extends (Y-‘.?~X*Q~+,. 
(ii.3) If b,+,.s<a&+,, we again define (s”)ext o reset to r until GhJu,+,.S,. If 
h,(&n.l .s)rk+l we put *‘s at GhJ(b,,,+,,S, and below since we have no g,n+, 
given. Again on legal strings N(m + 1) > k + 1, so we are instructed to first reset to 
t. Therefore @k+, extends a-‘&.@k+ ]. 
To summarize for the case 2(a) (MB(k+ l)#O), we define fk+, as follows: 
c@/(k + 1)’ &(k + ,,)(b’) 
if I(k+l)<m+l and s,.sEJ~ 
for some t < I(k + l), 
fkb, ,(Ykv *.* ,Y,) = C(b,+,* 
‘&(k + ,))(“) 
if I(k+l)=m+l and s,.sEJ~ 
for some t < I(k+ l), 
C(*) if k+ 1 >h~(s/(k+,,*s), 
C(T) otherwise, 
and 
fk’+,(bk+,,yk,...,Y,) = 
r(yJp!l>~s(~m)l~ if srn's=Rsrn 
and k+ 1 =hJ(s,), 
1 if s,,‘s=Rs,U 
and k + 1 > h,(s,), 
C(S/(k+ l)&(k+ I))(‘)) 
if I(k+l)<m+l andM(k+l)=k+l, 
C(*) if k+ 1 >hJ(s,(,+,,.s) or if I(k+ l)= 
m+l andM(k+l)=k+l, 
<C(T) otherwise. 
Then we have seen that (fk+,, . . . ..f.) extends a-‘&~.@~+,. It is clearly in Wi:, 
and has the Zeiger identity property. 
(b) M,(k+ 1) =0 (i.e. none of s,, . . . ,s,,,, b,, , falls into or below Jk+, under mul- 
tiplication by s). 
(i) If s,es=Rs,, a ‘~?a cts as the identity after JNcmj on legal strings, so define 
fk+, to do likewise. 
(ii) If s,‘s<Rs,, then on legal strings there can be no trailing b,, 1 since the 
legality of the string implies that if there was a trailing b, + , , then hJ (b, + ,) > k + 1, 
but then M,(k+l)#O since hJ(b,+, . s) r h,(b, + ,) > k + 1. Therefore rest( _?) = 
(*, *.., *) or rest(j)=0. If rest (y)=(*, . . . . *), then since nothing falls into or 
beyond Jk+ ,, a-‘&t leaves the * there unchanged. We can regard this as the identi- 
ty action or as a reset. To extend to all strings and get the same result though we 
must take it to be a reset to *. If rest(y) = 0, then s, E Jk+ , and so s,n. S < RSm im- 
plies M(k+ l)#O, which is case 2(a). 
On illegal strings we could have s,~. s <Rs, with a trailing b,, ,. In this case, 
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since k+ 1 >h,(6,+, .s), we reset the k+ l-coordinate to *, following our philo- 
sophy discussed in case 2(a)(ii). Hence for MB(k + 1) = 0, define 
fkh+,(Yk”..‘Yl) = 
i 
2-,., if s,. S=RS,, if s,.s<Rs, 
and 
fkC+,(bk+,,Ykr...,y,) = 
1 if s,W’s3Rs,9 
G(*) if s,,,.s<Rs,,. 
By the above discussion (fk+ ,, . . . , f,) extends the action of cu-‘&z.~~+, and it is 
clearly in Wit 1. 
This exhausts all possible cases and thus shows that (fk+ ,, . . . , fi> as defined, is in 
WL:, and extends the action of Q- ‘5~. Hence by induction, for every element s” of 
s^, we can extend the action a-,&~ : (S^)a+(S^)a to ($ext : I7-+I7 with (i)ext E W”. 
This proves Fact 2.18. 0 
2.27. Remark. Let s^ = (j, . . . j, < ... <j,). Suppose 7~17 with T=(k,y’,)=(j,, 
jR, j&) where j,_ is the longest legal initial substring of y’ and & is the principal 
part of $_ with (*, *, j&)Exp- ’ . Decode = (s, < ... <s,). Note first j, . . . j, permutes 
si iff j, permutes si, j,-, permutes s;j,,, . . . , and j, permutes s, j, . . . j,. Secondly, if 
Jn ... j, does not permute any of s,, . . . ,s,, then y’+ (Qext is of the form ( . . . *, *, 
yi, . . . , y;) if y’, is principal (i.e., y has 120 trailing 6), where s; j, . . . j, E Jk, and is 
of the form (..., *, 1 . . . t,bi+,,yL, . . . . y;) if y’ is not principal (i.e. j,_ has a trailing 
b,, ,), where the first * occurs in the GhJcb,,,+ .j,,,,,j,,-coordinate. Furthermore, the 
result is completely independent of the illegal entries and we could replace them with 
*‘s. That is, j.(s^)ext=(...*,*,y,).(d)ext. 
Proof. First, if j, ‘permutes’ si, j, _ , ‘permutes’ si j,, . . . , and j, ‘permutes’ si j, . . . j,, 
then S,~RS,j,‘RS;jnjn_,“R.“‘RS;jn... j, =SiS, so S permutes s;. Conversely, if 
s=jn... j, permutes si, then si j, . . . j,zRsi. It is clear that si<Rs;jn<Rs;jnjn-,<K 
. 
‘.’ <RSiJnJn-l ... j, =s;s. Also, si j, . . . j, =Rs, implies there exists an element a E S 
(which in this paper is S’) such that si j, . . . j,a=s;, but then Si=(Sij,,)j,_, . . . j,a= 
. ..(sijnjnP. . . . j,). j,a which implies s,=Rsjjn=R.” FRs,j,,... j,. That is, j, ‘per- 
mutes’ s,, j,_ , ‘permutes’ si j,, . . . , and j, ‘permutes’ s, j, . . . j,. 
The second remark follows from the proof of 2.18, in particular, cases 
II.B.2(a)(ii) and II.B.2(b)(ii). Very importantly, note that we are not concerned with 
whether or not j, . . . j, ‘permutes’ b,,, + 1, since in (fl, W”) permutations occur first 
on G-coordinates. So even if b,, + , . j, . . . j, ERbm+ 1, the remark still holds. 0 
2.28. Lemma (Legal strings do not get longer under a permutation). For y’ as 
above and 5 = (j, . . . j,<...<j,)=(j,)...(j,)Es^, ifs=j,...j,permutesanyoneof 
s,, . . . ,s,~, then the length of $_ is equal to the length of (y’- (Qext),, the longest 
legal initial substring of y’. (Qext; /(y’,) = I(( y’s (f)ext),). Further, y’- (Qext = ( j,, 
& . (Qext . Q ,,,) where w = I ( 3,). 
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Proof. Clearly k+ (i)ext is legal since TL. ($)ext = (k. (x- ‘)&zE (s^)cx. So l((y’(Qext),) 2 
/(jr). Assume first that yL is principal. So for some W, &_ =(u,, . . . . y,) has no 
trailing b and (b,, ,, yW, . . . , y,) is illegal . See the discussion following 2.23. Then 
one of the following must occur: b,, 1 should be an 7 but is not, b,, 1 is from the 
wrong J-class (i.e. is not J-under the things above), 6,+ 1 is an 1 but should not be, 
or &+, should be a *, but is not. 
(1) If (u,,..., y,) is of the form (1, . . . , T, bk, JQ_~, . . . , y,) where bk E Jh for 
h~w+l,theninorderfor(b,+,,y,,..., y,) to be legal, an r would have to occur 
in B,+,. Hence if either b,, 1 = * or b,,, EBB, 1, the string is illegal. Since 
s=jn... j, permutes some Si, N(i) = h,(Si) < k, s^ acts as the identity on all coordi- 
nates below N(i). Therefore y. (s^)ext +Q,+ I is of the form 
(b,+l,t,...,t,bk,Yk-l,...,YN(i)+1,Yi;(i),...,Y;). 
But the tail end (b,+,,f )***) f,b,+ )..* JJN,i,+,) is unchanged and so still illegal since 
b w+l~Bk+~ U {*I is supposed to be an t but is not. 
(2) If b,, , is from the wrong J-class, (b,, ,, yw, . . . , yJ is of the form (b,, 1, a,, 
g,,?, . . . . f,b,,yk, . . . . yl) where b,+l cJg,. If s=j, . . . j, permutes some Xi for is 
m - 1, then the coordinates b,, , , a,, g,, 7, . . . ,I, b, remain unchanged and keep the 
string illegal. Otherwise s permutes s,. So the new G,-coordinate is (x, . s(S),))’ and 
the new B,, ,-coordinate is still b,, ,. But x, = Jx,.s(?,) (since x, = Jx,t#(x,,_ ,) . . . 
t#(x,) by 2.2, so x,= Jx,,,. s implies x, = Jx,s = jx, t # (x, _ ,) . . . t # (x1). s (since J is 
a right congruence) =Jx,t#(x,_l) . . . t#(xl).s. t(x;)... t(x~_l)=x,.s(~J by 2.2 
again). Therefore b,, I SC~X,,S(~~) and so (b,, ,, y,!,,, . .. , y;) = (b,, 1, yw, . . . , r,)(.?)ext 
is still illegal. 
(3) If b,,, is an 7 but should not be, then 
~.ew+, =(r,a,,g,,t,...,f,b,,y,,...,y,) 
where g, E G,. As in (2) either s permutes some Xi for i < m, in which case the en- 
tries fram,gn2,T ,..., t,b, are unchanged and keep the string illegal, or else s per- 
mutes x,. In this case, (g,.s(2m))(g) E G, and an 1 remains in the B,,,, ,-coordinate. 
But this is illegal since we need a b,, 1 E Bk+, in the e,+ ,-coordinate to make the 
string legal. 
(4) If b,+, should be a *, then a * must occur in u’,G! 1. Since a permutation oc- 
curs above, both these coordinates will remain the same, making u’.@,,+, illegal. 
Now assume the illegality occurs first on the G,+,-coordinate; i.e., (b,+,, 
yw, . . . . yl) is legal, but (g,,,+,, b,,,+,,y,,,, . .. . yJ is illegal. Then ?.eW+, is in one of 
the following forms: 
$ew+, =(gw+,,f,...,t,b,+,,a,,g,,f,...,t,b,,yk,...,y,) 
with g,, 1 in the wrong J-class (i.e. g,, , +J b,, I)r g,, 1 is an f but should not be 
0-e. b,,+lE4+1 but g,, I= r or *h g,+ 1 should be an ? but is not (i.e. b,, , E Jh, 
h>w+l,butg,+,EGU,+,U{*}),org,+1 should be a * but is not. In any of these 
cases if s permutes si for i 5 m, the last w + 1 - (m + 1) coordinates g,, ,, 7 bn+~ , . . ., 
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are left unchanged, and so keep the new string illegal for the same reason j.~_,,+, 
was illegal. Note that as in 2.27 we are not concerned with the possibility of a ‘per- 
mutation’ occurring first at the trailing b, + I, since when we extend to (D, W), per- 
mutations occur first on G-coordinates. This is true because of the ‘advance Bi’. As 
the picture in case S(a)(ii) illustrates, I(j. (s^)) may be larger than I($). Notice also 
in the proof of the lemma, that legality depends on pairs g,, b, being in the same 
J-class and pairs 6, + i, g, being J-under one another (b,+ , </g,). Under a permu- 
tation things stay in the same J-classes, hence legality (or illegality) is preserved. 
Since after a ‘permutation’, (S’)ext acts as the identity, and since a ‘permutation’ 
can only occur in the legal part, it is clear that (Qext acts as the identity on the illegal 
part of y. Hence 
y’. (Qext = ($, yr(s”)ext a~,,,) where w = I(jt,). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.28. 0 
Recall that given a string _?~n, we decompose ~=~l~R~P into its principal 
part, $,, the rest & and the illegal part, k. Suppose 3 has a ‘trailing b’, so 3s is 
of the form (t,f,..., ?,b,+,). We want to study how (Qext, for s^=(j,)...(j,)~S^, 
acts on this trailing 6, + , . If s = j, . . . j, permutes above, it is clear that (Qext will 
be the identity on the trailing b,, 1 and the rest of the way down. If, however, 
s=j,... j, does not permute above, then (5)ext puts b,, ,s(& + ,) in its proper J- 
class, puts I“s down to GhJCb,,+,s) where it puts a *, since we have no ‘real’ g, + 1 to 
act on. 
Another way to describe this action is as follows. Take the string y’. We know 
b m + , occurs in the B,,, + t)-coordinate. From the GNCm) + i-coordinate, put t’s down 
to the GN(~+ I)- coordinate, and in G,,, + r) put an arbitrary g, + , from GNCm + ,) and 
replace all lower coordinates with *‘s. Then act with (s”)ext (= (.?)a-‘.$~ since we 
now have a legal string). Take this new string and replace the ‘first’ non-* entry 
(which is g, + ,s(;,+ t)) with a *. This motivates the following: 
2.29. Definition. (1) Let fir be the set of strings j~Z7 such that y’, is of the form 
0, . . . . ?, b, + 1) for some m 10. So fir is the set of strings in n which have a ‘trail- 
ing 6’. 
(2)Wedefineamapleg:nT-t~~asfollows:for~~IlrT,~=(~,,T‘,f...t,b,,+,,~~), 
define ( y’)leg = (. . . *, *, g,?, + 1, 1 . . . 1, b,v + 1, j&) where g, + , is an arbitrary element of 
G hJl(%X + 1) - G~(rn + 1). Then (_?)leg is a legal string. 
(3) Next we define a map deleg : (S^a)leg -P Z7 as follows: for y’= (. . . *, g, + ,, t . . . t, 
b m+ 19 y,, . . . . y,), define ( y)deleg = (.. . Y, *, T . . . T, b,, 1, ya, . . . , yl> where the first 
(i.e. smallest in the J-depth) * occurs in the G,,,(,+,,-coordinate. So deleg just 
replaces the g, + , with a *. Note (y)leg . deleg is not necessarily equal to y’. 
2.30. Theorem. Let YEIT, with 
(... *, Q, Y’p) = (X, C-e** < xr)exp = (s, < ... < s,)Encode . Exp, 
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and let s^=(j,)...(j,)ES^such that s=j,... j, does notpermute any of s,,...,s,; 
i.e. sis<,s; for each i= 1, . . . . m. Then _?- (s^)ext = (_$)leg . (s^)ext . deleg. 
Proof. Follows from the proof of 2.18. This is exactly the result of our philosophy 
to do as much as possible given the legal part of the string y. Since we are given 
the trailing b, + r, we know where the g,, , should occur. Hence after putting 
b m+l .s (with the encoding) in its place, we put 1’s down to Gh,(b,n+,sJ = G,,++ r). 
At this point however, we are given no g, + , to act on, so we put a * in this coordi- 
nate and all lower coordinates. See in particular, cases B.2.a(ii.2) and (ii.3) and 
2.b.ii and Remark 2.27. 0 
2.31.Lemma. Let ;EZI with notation as above. Let s^=(j,)(j,) ES^ and suppose 
s=j,j, does not permute any of s,,...,s,. Then 
(1) If y’ E Z7,, then y’. leg. (j,>ext . (j,)ext . deleg = y’. (j,)ext . (j,)ext . 
(2) If y’r$ II, (so v’ has no trailing b,, ,; $_ is principal), then (.. . *, *, y’,). 
(j,)ext .(j,)ext =_?.(j,)ext .(j,)ext. 
Proof. (I) First of all, since leg and deleg only change the string y’ beyond the 
coordinate where b, + 1 occurs, which is BhJCX,,) +t = BNCm) + r, we only need to check 
that the coordinates below B,(,)+, are the same for both sides of the above 
equation. 
Secondly, m both acttons, b,, , . s(?,+ ,) (notation as in 2.20) must actually oc- 
cur, since it must be the ‘last’ thing to fall into that coordinate, and both actions 
will place b,, L. s(&+ ,) in the same coordinate, which is BhJCg,s)+ I for some 
1 5 i I m (where i= L(h,(gis))). Hence we only need to check that the coordinates 
beyond B,1.,C,,, + 1 are the same. Well, 
y’. leg. ( jz)ext . (j,)ext deleg = 
= ,.. ( *,gm+l,f...T,bm+,,Ya, . . . , yt) . (j,)ext . (j,)ext . deleg 
=(...*,g,,+~~(J;,+I),f...f,b,+~~(;;m+l),g;s(~i),...)deleg 
= . ..*.*,T...T,b,+,S(~,,+,),g;S(l;i),...) ( 
= j( j2)ext. (j,)ext. 
This proves (1). 
(2) Now assume y’eZ7,, so y’,=(y,... y,) is principal. s = j, j, does not permute 
any of s,, . . . , s, implies that if j, permutes some s;, then j, does not permute any 
of sjj, for i= 1, . . . . m, so consider the two cases: 
(a) If j, does not permute any sI, . . . ,s,, then by Remark 2.27 y’s (j,)ext= 
( . . . *, *, y’,) . ( jz)ext . Hence 
y’. (j,)ext .(j,)ext = (... *, *, yL).(j2)ext e(j,)ext. 
(b) If j, does permute some Si for i= 1, . . . , m but j, does not permute any of Si j, 
for i= 1, . . . . m, then y. (j*)ext = (y,, y,.(j,)ext .Q,) by Lemma 2.28, since the legal 
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part of y’ does not get longer under the permutation of j,. So, 
Y’. (j,)ext -(.&)ext = (h, y~.(j,)ext.e,).(j,)ext 
= (... *, *, ~~~.(j,)ext.~,~).(j,)ext (by Remark 2.27) 
= ( . . . *, *, yL). (j,)ext . (j, )ext 
(again by Lemma 2.28) 
This proves (2) and hence completes the proof of 2.31. q 
We are now ready to prove the Decomposition theorem for finite-J-above 
semigroups. 
2.32. Decomposition theorem for finite-J-above semigroups. For any finite- 
J-I-above semigroup S, 
___ __ __ __ 
(S,S)((17,W)‘Z~...(C;,,G~)o(B,,l)o(_G,,G:)o(B,,1) 
where each Gj divides S for i = 1,2, . . . and where the division comes about by 
(s,S)~(~,~)s(~ff,(x-‘~o1)1(~, W)‘? 
Proof. By 2.18 it is enough to see that the given extension is a morphism. That is, 
for 9 = (j,)( j,), a given element of s^, (s)ext = ( jz)ext . (j,)ext. Let r’ E fl and jL be 
the longest legal initial substring of y. Let (y,, . . . , yl) be the principal part of k 
and let & the principal part of yL. Say 
( . . . *, *, Y, * *. Yd = hi <J .*. <,x,)Exp = (s, < .a. < s,)Encode .Exp. 
We must show that y’(s^)ext =y. (j,)ext . (jr)ext. 
First suppose that s=j,j, ‘permutes’ some Si, that is, si=Rsi j,j, for some 
i=l , **., m. From Lemma 2.28 we know the legal part of y’ does not get longer 
under the action of @ext. Also, since the permutation must occur in the legal part, 
and beyond this point (Qext acts as the identity, we get the illegal part of jL is left 
unchanged, i.e., if I(;,)= w, 
y’. (Qext = (J+, YL(s”)ext. e,) (since yL is legal) 
= (~~,Y~(~-'(j2)(j,)a.e,> 
= (Yr,YL(X-'(j2)a.a.-'(j,)a.e,) 
= (yl,Y~.(j2)ext.(jl)ext.e,) 
(since y, and y,_. (j,)ext are legal) 
= y’. (j,)ext . (j,)ext (again by Lemma 2.28) 
applied twice since .si = RsijZ jr implies Si = RSij2 = R.si j,j,. 
Now suppose s = j, j, does not permute any of sr, . . . , sm. If y’ E I7r has a trailing 
b m+l, then by Theorem 2.30, 
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y’. (3)ext = y’s leg . (S)ext . deleg 
= y’. leg. a- ‘~a~ deleg (since y’. leg is a legal string) 
= y’.leg.a-‘(j2).(jl)a!.deleg 
= y’.leg.a-‘(jz)a.a-‘(jl).a.deleg 
= y’. leg. (j,)exp . (j,)exp . deleg 
(since j-leg and j.leg(j,)exp are legal strings) 
= y’. (j,)exp . (j,)exp (by Lemma (2.3 l)(l)). 
. . 
If j@fl, has no tralhng b,, ,, then by Remark 2.27, 
j- (Qext = (. . . *, *, jJ,> - (P)ext 
= ( . . . *, *, y’,) - a- ‘.?a (since (... *, *, y’,) is a legal string) 
= (. * * *, *, _%)Q - l (m/i )a 
= (...*,*,~L)(X-l(j*)a.a-‘(jl)a 
= (. . . *, *, 3d(.h)ew~ (.h)ew 
(since (... *, *, y,J and (... *, *, y&Qexp are legal) 
= y’. (j,)exp(jl)exp (by Lemma 2.31(2)). 
Thus we have 3. (Qext =j. (j,)ext -(j,)ext; that is, the map ext is a morphism. This 
then completes the proof that 
Hence (S, S) < (fl, W “) = -o(Gz,)o(B,, l)o(I;)~‘f)o(B,, 1). - 
It is clear from the definition of the CT that for each i= 1,2, . . . , Gi divides the 
semigroup S. This completes the proof of 2.32, the decomposition theorem for 
finite-J-above semigroups. 0 
In the next section, by introducing a map which makes any semigroup finite-J- 
above, we get the same result for arbitrary semigroups, 2.40. 
The previous result yields an injection (&, a- ‘&)4 (& (S^)Ext). Taking the sub- 
set of ZZ of those strings which are eventually *‘s, there is a retract back. This is ac- 
complished as follows: 
2.33. Definition. (1) Let Z7, be the subset of strings YE n for which there exists 
an integer k such that for all integers m > k, y, = (*, *), so IZ, is the set of strings 
in K7 which are eventually all *‘s. Note that &.zz is contained in Z7E. 
(2) Now let @ : L$ -+ &t be defined as follows: given 3 E Z7E, let $_ be the longest 
legal initial substring of j (this may be empty), and let & be the principal part of 
$_ (FEZ& guarantees that j$ is a finite string). Then define 
(y’)@ = (... *, *, r’,). 
Hence @ replaces the rest of 3L and y, with *‘s. It is clear that ( y’)@ E &. Note 
if & is empty, then (y’)@ is defined to be (... *, *). 
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2.34. Theorem. 4 : (I?,, ($)Ext)+ (&x, a-‘&t) is a retract. 
Proof. We must show that @ is a morphism of cts and that for 3~ & C &, (y)@ = 
3. LetjE&anddES^, s^=(j,)...(j,)=Red(j,...j,<...<j,) withj,...j,=s. 
Suppose first that j& is empty (so either jL is empty or _& has a trailing b,). 
Then (_?)Q=(...*,*). So, 
(~).~.(s^)ext=(...*,*,s.(jn...jl(~))G,t...T,s.(jn...jl(j2))(b), 
(j,-I... j,(2))‘, T . . . T) 
= y’. (@ext. @. 
If & is not empty, let & = (x, <J ..a < ,x,)Encode = (s, < ... < s,)Encode .Exp. 
Now suppose that s permutes one of the si, i.e., sjs=Rsj for some i= 1, . . ..m. 
Then by Lemma 2.28, 3. (s^)ext =(ul, yL .(s^)ext .,Q,) where w= 1( k), so 
(je(d)ext)@=(... *,*,;P.(Qext.Q,) where a=/(&) and (y)@=(...*,jP), so 
(y’)@. (s^)ext =(... *, & .(s^)ext .Q,) again by 2.28, so (y’. (s)ext)@ = (j)@. (s^)ext. 
So assume s does not permute any of the s;, so s, . s <Rsm. Let si = a;g;b,, its Rees 
representation for i = 1, . . . , m. Then by Remark 2.27, 
( . ..*.*,r,r,b,+,s(~~+,),g,(s(~~+1)...) 
y’s (Qext = 
if y,_ has a trailing b, 
(. . . *, *, g,. s($J, r . . . T, b,s&J 
[ if $_ is principal, 
so (y’. (s^)ext)f$ = (. . . *, *, gm.s(T&), r . . . r, b,s(.?,). . . ) = (j$$. @ext. This proves C/J is 
a morphism. It is clear that if Jo &Y, then y’. @ = y’. Hence @ is a retract. 0 
2.35. Theorem. If S”E s^ and (s^)Ext stabilizes a point ~EII~ (i.e., y. (s^)Ext =y’), 
then (ye Q). (QExt = y’. @. Hence the stabilizer of any point of II, is bounded 
aperiodic. 
Proof. Suppose Jo nE and y’. (s”)Ext = y’. Since YE IT,, yP is finite and 
_&Exp ‘Encode = (s, < ... <s,) for some string in 9. If s, =a,g,b, is its Rees 
representation, then g,.s($,J(g) = g, since (s^)Ext acts as the identity on j. Then by 
the Zeiger identity property of (J)Ext, (s”)Ext acts as the identity the rest of the way 
down, independent of the remaining coordinates. Hence if we replace the rest & 
and the illegal part ;1 with *‘s, (s^)Ext must still act as the identity. But this is ex- 
actly (y’)@, and so 
(_?)@(QExt = (r’)@. 
Hence if (s^)Ext is in the stabilizer of a point in Z7,, it is also in the stabilizer of 
a point in &. Then using Theorem 1.24, the stabilizer of any point of l7, is 
aperiodic, in fact, bounded aperiodic. q 
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2.2. Non finite-J-above semigroups 
(For a complete study of the expansion g3 see [5].) 
Suppose S is a semigroup which is not finite-J-above. We define the expansion 
g3 as a homomorphic image of S *, the free monoid on the set S. An element of g3 
is the set of all 3-factorizations of a word s, . . . sk in S*. More precisely, 
2.36. Definition. For w E S* let f3(w) = { (cx,/?, y) : cr,p, y E S*, and c& = w, where 
the multiplication is in S*>. Let q : S *---*(S*/=) G S be the natural surmorphism 
with q(w) denoted F. For WES* let f3(w) denote {(a,@,_~>: (a,P, Y)E~~(w)}. f3(w) 
is called the 3-factorizations of w in S. Then define s3 = {f3(w): weS*}. Note 
that s3 c Pf(S x S x S) where for any set A, P&4) is the set of all finite subsets of A. 
We define a multiplication * on s3 as follows: For A,BES^~, A*B= UaEA,PEB 
cx*/? where for (x = (s,, s2, s3), /? = (s4, s5, se), n*P is defined to be f3(sl . . . se). It can be 
seen by unraveling the definition that f3(w1)*f3(wz) = f3(w,wZ). 
2.37. Fact. g3 is finite-J-above. 
Proof. Suppose A ~9~. The claim is that there are only a finite number of Beg3 
such that A c,B. If A <,B, then there exists X, YE (s3) with A =X*B*Y. We can 
write X, B, Y in the following form: 
where the empty product fl osi = 1. Then 
A =X*&Y= s;):Osasbsm]. 
Note that each coordinate of every 3-factorization of B appears as a middle factor 
of A = X*B* Y. And since A is a finite set, this implies there are only a finite number 
of possible terms in the 3-factorizations of B. And, given a finite number of terms, 
one can form only a finite number of 3-tuples. So there are only a finite number 
of possible B’s. That is, g3 is finite-J-above. q 
2.38. Definition. Let qs : g3- S be defined as follows: for A E s3 and for any 
u = (s,, ~2, s3) E A define (A)qs = ~1~2~3. That is, qs maps A to the product of any 
one of its factorizations. Clearly each factorization yields the same product, and qs 
is a morphism. It is surjective since for any SES, ({(1,1,s),(1,s, l),(s, 1, l)))qs=~. 
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Suppose 0 : S+ T is a homomorphism. Define s3 : g3 -+ F3 by 
Then the diagram 
commutes, which shows ^ 3 is a functor on the category of semigroups and mor- 
phisms. 
2.39. Fact. qs : s3 -HS is a y-map. 
Proof. See [5]. 0 
We can consider the cts (s3, g3) by letting s3 act on itself by right multiplication. 
Then it is clear that (qs, vS) : (s3, s3) - (S, S) is a surmorphism. Then since s3 is 
finite-J-above, by the preceding section, we have result 
2.40. Decomposition theorem for arbitrary semigroups 
For any semigroup S, 
(S, S) ++- (S3,S3) < (I7, W)lZ, 
hence 
(SW < W, WI” = (...(C;,,G;)o(B,, l)o(C;,,G:)o(B,, 1))” 
where G, divides s^I for every i = 1,2, . . . . 
3. Synthesis theorem for arbitrary semigroups 
An important value of this particular decomposition is that it reflects the J-class 
structure of the semigroup, which allows us to view the semigroup as dividing also 
an iterative matrix semigroup. This is due first to Rees’ theorem, which shows that 
every J-class can be represented as a Rees matrix, and then to Rhodes’ techniques 
of iterating these Rees matrices so as to represent a semigroup globally, not only 
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locally. (See [ 1, Chapter 71 and [ 121.) We can assume that all semigroups mentioned 
are finite-J-above, or if they are not, we can replace S with s3, as in Subsection 
2.2. In light of this we will have the following result: 
3.1. Fact. For an arbitrary semigroup S, there exist groups G,, G,, . . . such that 
(S,S) < (ff,RM(..., G2,G1)), where each Gi divides S and RM(..., Gz,G,) is the 
projective limit (defined in 3.8 below) of the RM(G,, . . . , G,) (defined in 1.3). 
The proof follows from 
3.2. Fact. Given transformation groups (XI, G,), (X2, G2), . . . , with the Gi arbi- 
trary groups, let W be the semigroup of (II& W) = ..a 0 (X2, Gz) 0 (Xt, G,). Then 
there exists an iterated matrix semigroup IM and a semigroup surmorphism 8 such 
that 
e:IM+ wlZ. 
For then, 
Proof (of 3.1): 
(S, S) h (@)a, (S^)ext) I (n, W lz) L (IT, IM). 
Letting (T, U) = (@)a, (S^)ext)B _ ’ I (ZI, IM), we have 
(S, S) h ((s^)cr, (S^)ext) L (T, U) I (ZZ, IM) 
and Fact 3.1 follows from Fact 3.2. 0 
Before we prove Fact 3.2, recall the definition of the Zeiger identity property (1Z) 
defined in 2.1. The following fact characterizes Wiz, where W, is the semigroup of 
(Xi, G,) 0 ... 0 (X,, Gk). (Notice the reversal of indices here, used only for notational 
convenience as will appear later.) We can characterize WLz inductively as follows 
(see [ 131): 
3.3. Fact. Let U, = Gi and M, = C(X,). Then Wlz= U, +M,, where + denotes 
the disjoint union. Inductively, let CJk+, be the semigroup of 1 o...o 10(X,+ t, 
Gk+l)=G++i and let Mk+i be the semigroup of the cts Wizo(Xk+ 1, C(X,+ 1)). 
Then 
Proof. For @E W,,!:, , @ = (Q1, . . . , Gk+ J= (Qk, Gk+ 1) E Wk: 1. Either 
(i) @k+l :Xk+l+Xk+lEGk+17 in which case for 1 5 cc 5 k+ 1 and for any 
(x,+l,...,Xk+l)EX,+IX”‘XXk+1, &&a+l,.ea,xk+l)=l or 
(ii> @k+ I : X,, , +X,+ I E C(X,+ ,) and $k(xk+ 1) E Wiz is arbitrary. 0 
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3.4. Lemma. Foranyk= 1,2 ,..., there exists an iterated matrix semigroup (see 1.3) 
IM/, over G,, . . . . Gk and a semigroup morphism ek, such that 0, : IMk-++ Wklz and 
0, is y( ti) and 9’. 
Proof. (For a more detailed proof, see [ 131.) By induction on k = 2,3, . . . , (W/’ = 
G, = G1 + C(X,)). 
Wz’” = (G1 0(X2, Gz)lZ = I$ 0(X2, C(X,)) + G,. 
Let IM, = RM(G, ; F(X,, cl), X,; C) + G2 be the iterated matrix semigroup over 
G, with A, = F(X2, cl) the set of all functions from X, into G,, B2 =X2, and the 
structure matrix C defined by C(x,f) = (x)f, extended by the group Gz. IM, is a 
semigroup under the following multiplication: 
(i) (f,glx)(fl,g~) =(f,g. (x)f,,x.g2) 
(ii) (f,, gz)(f, g, x) = (f, . V- g, 4 where CVf= (xg&f. 
And as usual, 
(iii) (f,g,x)(f’,g’,x’) = (J;g. (x)f’.g’,xx’) in RM(G,; F(X,, c’,),X,; C). And 
(iv) (f,, gNY’, g;) = (f, . g2f,', gzgi) in Gz. 
Define d2 : IM,++ Wi” = (cl 0 (X2, G2))lZ by (g2)e2 = g2 for all g, E G,, (f, g, x)B2 = 
(f-C(g), C(x)) for all (.Lg,x) E RM(G,;FW,, Gl),X2;C), where (x)f.C(g)= 
(x)f. g. One can check easily that e2 is a homomorphism. That it is onto follows 
from Fact 3.3 and from the fact that for any (f, C(x)) E G, 0(X2, C(X,)), (L 1,x)0= 
(f, C(x)). See [13] for proofs that e2 is y( Z) and .P but not necessarily 9*. So we 
have e2 : IM2- Wiz with e2 y(x) and JZ’. 
Induction Hypothesis. Assume we have ok : IM, = IM(G,, . . . , Gk) - Wiz with 
Bk y(ti) and 9”. From IM~+l=RM(IMk:F(Xk+,,IM,),X,+,;C)+Gk+l, with 
the structure matrix C(x, f) = (x)f and multiplication as in IM2. Define 
ok+, : IM,+,++ 6% by Bk+,=X.@ where x: IM,+,++IM(WiZ;F(Xk+,, Wi’), 
xk+l)+ Uk,l is defined by (f, r,,x)X = (f. Ok, (r,)B,,x) for all (f, rk,x) E RM- 
(I& : F(X,+ 1, IM&Xk+& (Q+,)x=Q+, for all u~+,EG~+, and _8:RM(WiZ; 
F(Xk+ 1, wiz),xk+l)+ uk,,- w/j",, is defined by (f, wk, x&’ = (f. C(w,), C(x)) for 
all (f,Wk,x)ERM(Wk’;F(Xk+,, Wk”),Xk+,). And (&+,),j=&+, for all Uk+,E 
G k+l- SO ek+dMk+l+Uk+l --f) WLfl acts as the identity on uk+, and (f,r,,x)- 
ok+, = (f. 6k’ C((rk)ek), C(x)). x is a homomorphism since ok is, and @ is a homo- 
morphism by the case k = 2. Hence ok+, =x. f is a homomorphism. ok+ L is onto 
since for any (.hC(xk+,))E w,'zo(~k+,,C(~k+,))T (ft1,x)ek+,=(f-8kyC(x)) and 
ok iS OntO by the induction hypothesis. Again see [l3] for proofs that ok+ 1 is y( ti) 
and 9’. This proves Lemma 3.4. 0 
3.5. Notation. Let IM;,j (for i<j) be the iterated matrix semigroup, as obtained 
in the previous proof, mapping onto (G, 0.e. 0 Gj)‘“, and let Wit? denote 
(G;O... oG;i). Also let 8j,j be the map constructed in 3.4, B;,j : IM;,j- Wit:. 
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3.6. Definition. Define the projection maps x,,~ : IMl,,+IM,,, by induction on 
n=2,3,.... First ~1 2 , :IMl,2=F(X2,~,)x~, xX,+G2-++IM2,2=~2 is defined by 
(fbsz)nl,2 = g2 for all (fly 82) E (32, 
(f2>&%.%)~1,2 = W2) for all (f2, g,, x2) E RM(G, ; F(X2, CI ), X2). 
Then assuming n,,, : IMl,j -+IM,j has been defined for i= 2, . . . , n - 1, define 
~;,~:IM,,.=F(X,,IM,,.-,)XIM,,.-,XX,+G,~IM~,.=F(X,,,IM~,.-,)X 
IM,,.-,xX,+G, by 
(&l)~ l,n =gn for any g,EG’,P(10...oloG,) 
(f,, r I,n-1~~,~~~,~=~f,~~l,,-l~~~l,,-~~~l,,-l~~~~~~~~,~~~2,,~l~~~~2,,-l~~, 
for any (fn,rl,n~I,xn)EF(X,,IMI,.-I)xIMI,,-I~X,. 
3.7. Fact. The following diagram commutes: 
IM,,, 
~1.n 
’ IM2,. 
I I 
I 8l.n I 02, n 
(G,o...oG,)‘“% (~20...o~n)~z 
where Q,,, is the projection map defined by (fl,fz, . . ..f.>@~,,=(fz, ...~f”). 
Proof. By induction on n = 2,3, . . . . For n = 2, 
(f,~g2)~1,2~~*,2=(g2)~2,2=g2=(f,~g2)~1,2~@1,2 
and 
(f29g,,x2)~1,2* @2,2 = C(x2)Q2,2 = C&2) = (f2C(&)3 W2))@1,2 
= (_f2~&~x2)~1,2~@1,2. 
So for n = 2 the diagram commutes. Assume the diagram commutes for n - 1; i.e., 
~l,.-l~el,.-l=~l,n~l~~2,n-l. Then 
(fn,r,-l,x,)~1,n.e2,n = (fn.751,n-1,(rn~,)711,n-l,xn)B2,n 
= (fn* Xl,n- 1 .e2,.-,.C((r,-,)IC,,.~1.~2,n~,),C(xn)) 
= (f,.e,,.-,.e,,.-,.C((r,-,)~1,,-,.e1,,-,>,C(x,)) 
by the induction hypothesis, 
(fn7rn-l,xn)~l,,~e I,~ = (f,.~,,.-,.C((r,-,)~,,,-,),C(x,))e,,, 
= (f,. el,n- I. C((r,- I)~l,,f- I)el,,- ,, C(x,>) for n > 1 
= (f,.~,,,~,.e~,,-l.C((r,-,)~,,,-,.el,,-l),C(x,>) 
(since ,ol,,_ 1 is a morphism). 
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Also, 
= (fn,rn~l,~,~)~,,,.e2,n. 
(gn)7[l,n.e2,n = (fi9...Yf,-,,g,)e2,, = (f2, ...9fn-l~gn) 
= (g,)h,, = (gn)el,n-b,n. 
This proves the diagram commutes for every n = 2,3, . . . . Now reversing the indices 
to deal with the case at hand, we get the following commutative diagram: 
IM,, A IM,_ I, 1 
B n, 1 On-I,1 
for every n = 2,3, . . . , where IM, 1 =FW,, IMu,,) x IMn,2 xX1 + G and (J; r,-W,, , = 
Cf. 71,,2, (rhn,2, ~)EIM,-~,~=F(~~,IM,-~,~)xIM,~~,~xX~+G~ and kb,,l=g. 
And, where (f,, . . ..fi)e.,1 =(LI,..., f,). (Remark: Conceptually the proof of 3.8 
was much simpler with the reversed indices, which is the reason they were reversed. 
This is referred to as the ‘up-down phenomenon’.) 0 
3.8. Definition. Let (1) WA:, =1&n (W~,:,Q~,,) and (2) IM,,, =l@ (IM,,,,,n,l) 
where S=li@ (Si, vi) denotes the projective limit of semigroups Si with surmor- 
phisms vi : Si-t Sj_ , defined by 
Ii@ (&vi) = 
i 
SE JJ S;: ((s,))lr; = (s)i-l for all i = 2,3, . . . , 
l<i<rn 1 
with surmorphisms vi : S--S, defined by (s)q; = (s);. Then q;. ~i=fli- 1. 
3.9. Fact. WA:, =(~~~oC?~O~,)‘~; i.e., the infinite Zeiger wreath product as defin- 
ed in 2.1 and 3.3 is equal to the projective limit of the finitely long ones. 
Proof. The universal property of S=li& (S,,q;) says S is the unique (S,rf,) such 
that for any (r hi), with semigroup T and surmorphisms hi : Tj ++S; with h;. qj= 
him ,, there exists a unique surmorphism h : T -S such that h. fji = hi for every 
i = 1,2, . . . . 
So define surmorphisms pi: (..=oG~oG~)~~--++ Wit: by p;(..., f2, fi)=(fi, . ... fi) 
the projection map. Suppose there exists (T, hi) with semigroup T and morphisms 
h;: T--H Wits for i= 1,2, . . . with hj.$i,l =hiP1 for each i=2,3, . . . . Define h : T-t 
( ... 0 e20 cl)” by (h(t))i= (hj(t))i; that is, the ith component of h(t) is the ith com- 
ponent of h,(t)E(Gjo...~Gl)“. So clearly h.pi= hi. Since each hi is onto, so is h, 
and also by definition h is the unique surmorphism for which the commutativity 
holds. Hence by the universal property of the projective limit, l&n ( W,~:,Q~, ]) = 
WlZ _ 
m, I -(... oci2q)‘z. 0 
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3.10. Definition. For U a subset of I@ (S, vi), U is said to be a finitary sub- 
set of the projective limit if for every (si) E U there exists an N> 0 such that for 
every (tj) E u, (sj) = (tj) iff sN= tN 
That is, in order to see if the sequence (s;) is different from any other sequence, 
we only need to check the first Nterms. See [3] for further results on finitary projec- 
tive limits. 
3.11. Fact. The image of s^ in W” is finitary. 
Proof. Let sES^, d=(s,< ... < si). Let N= h,(s,). Now let t^= (t, < ..a < ti) be any 
element of s^. Consider the string j= (.. . *, *) E 17. Then by the definition of (s”)ext, 
y’. ($)ext is of the form 
(... *, *, g,s(iQG, t . . . frb,S(~~)G,gn-~S(jin-l)G,...,~l), 
where ~(2,) comes from the encoding (notation as in 2.20). Thus from the BN+i- 
coordinate down only *‘s occur. _$f)ext is of a similar form and has *‘s occurring 
in each coordinate at and below BhJct,,,)+ t. 
It is clear from the definition of ext that y. (Qext = y’. (t^)ext if and only if d = t^in 
s^. But to check whether or not y. ($)ext =y’. (t^)ext, we only need to check that 
y’. (.?)ext ‘@N+ 1 = y’- (t^)ext ‘@N+ 1 (i.e., that they agree up to and including the N+ l- 
coordinate). We must actually check the N+ l-coordinate because, if a * does not 
occur in the N+ l-coordinate of 3. (t^)ext hen t^is ‘longer’ than s^ (i.e., m > n), and 
so f#$, and if a * does occur in the N+ l-coordinate, by the definition of (t^)ext, 
we can be sure all lower coordinates are also *. 
Therefore (Z)ext = (t^)ext iff @ext. eN+ 1 = (t^)ext .@N+ i. This shows that the im- 
age Sa C W” is finitary. 0 
Fact 3.9 yields the following: 
3.12. Theorem. IM,, , + WkTl. 
Proof. By 3.10 and 3.8 we have the following commutative diagram: 
. . . . - Wi’? I,, Wj:v,,l- . . . . 
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where the ni, exist by the definition of IM,+ ,. Letting Xi, i = ni, i. Bi, t, we have 
~~,i:IM,,,++W~~~for every i=l,2 ,.... Fact 3.7 and the definition of IM,,, as 
lim IM,, 1 ’ 
~ 
implies that xi, 1 -pi, 1 =xi_ 1.1. 
1rm w.% W’Z 
Then by the universal property of 
[,I o3,1, there exists a unique surmorphism B : IM,, 1 --H Wkfl with the ___ 
pyoperty that 6’. ei, 1: Xi, 1. This proves 3.10, which in turn proves 3.2. 
At the beginning of this chapter, we showed that 3.2 implies Fact 3.1: 
(S, S) < (17, IM(... , G$ Gf), where each Gi divides S. 
3.13. Remark. By expanding the Ai of IMi, 1 to F(Xiy IM,,;, t) and defining I&i, 1 
to be the Rees matrix RM(IMi 2 : F(Xi, IM,,,), Xl) + Gi, we have IMj+ 1.1 =IiJi, I+ 
IM(GivF(XI,IMcm,,)x ... xF(X,~,,IM,,i),Xi_, X ... xX,). Then by [l l] we can get 
RM,, 1 to be an elementary projective limit of the I&,, . 
AS each of the maps 8i,i : IMi,i-H Wi:T are y and ~((0, l}), we can show that 
these properties go through the projective limit, and hence 19 : IM,, 1 -+ Wkfl is also 
Y and ~({0,1>). 
3.14. Fact. Given S= I&n (S, rli) and (si)r (sl) E S, if (si) # (sl) in S, then there exists 
an i E I such that (si)q; # (sl)fl, and hence also for any j 2 i, (si)rfj f (s;)qj. 
Proof. Clear from the definition of the projective limit. U 
If we have two projective limits S=l@ (Si, Y/i) and T=li$ (Ti, @i) with mor- 
phisms Bi : Si+ Ti, then just as in the proof of 3.10, there exists a natural map 
0 : S+ T. Certain properties of the maps Bi will carry over then to 0. The following 
two lemmas exhibit two such properties: 
3.15. Lemma. With notation as above, if for every i= 1,2, . . . , Oi is y, then 0 is 
also y. 
Proof. (We prove the contrapositive.) Suppose 8 is not y. Then there exists H< S, 
Ha group with IHI # 1, but I(H)01 = 1 (where 1 HI denotes the order of H). By Fact 
3.14, since IHI # 1, there exists an i such that l(H)4iJ # 1. So then I(H)fl;eil # 1, 
since (H)4i is a group. By commutativity of the diagram fQi=qiei, but then 
l(H)01 # 1, which is a contradiction. 0 
3.16. Lemma. Let @denote a collection of finite semigroups closed under isomor- 
phisrn. Suppose for every i = 1,2, . . . Bi is y(g) (that is, for every FE g, Bi ( F is 
one-to-one), then tl is y(5). 
Proof. For each FE @, F5 S, since F is finite, Fact 3.14 implies there exists an i 
such that qi : F+ (F)rfi is one-to-one. Then, since 0, is one-to-one, qie; is one-to- 
one. But qiBi = S$;, hence 8 is one-to-one. 
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3.17. Corollary. Our map 0 : IM,, I - W,, 1 is y and ~((0, I>>. 
Proof. By 3.4, 8;: IM;, l-tf W,,, is y( ti) for each i= 1,2, . . . . And since any 
subgroup is contained in an Z-class, 3.16 yields the result. 0 
We hope to find more properties of the map 0, and identify IM,,, with the in- 
finite iterative matrix semigroup over G,, GZ, . . . . 
The following theorem summarizes our main results: 
3.18. Main theorem. Given an arbitrary semigroup T, if T is not finite-J-above, we 
let S = p3. Then 
(T,TF(S,S)~(%%+(~, W::,>~(n,IM& 
where all the above surmorphisms are aperiodic [5] and both qs and 0 are y and 
y({O,l}) (where qs is y and ~((0, l}) follows from 1.13). 
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